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Guilty, but mentally ill
Kriegbaum
enters plea
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

Players take
different paths
to Super Bowl
Page 8
LOCAL

Candidates
file for
local office
Greg Hendrick and Phillip
Lynn Rogers of Murray have
both filed for the Democratic
nomination in the May primary
for magistrate in District No. 1.
Charles Marty Duncan has
filed for constable in district No.
1, and Ben Brumley IV has filed
for constable in district No. 2.
William N. (Bill) Cherry and
William C. Adams have both
filed for Murray City Council.
Ronnie Jackson has filed for
Calloway County Property
Value Administrator (PVA).
Jackson was the only resident
to take the PVA exam and will
be unopposed for re-election.

MES working
on Doran Road
The Murray Electric System
will be conducting maintenance
work at the corner of Doran
Road and Sycamore Street.
Weather permitting, the work
will begin Thursday and continue for several days.
Drivers are asked to use
caution while traveling in the
area.

Prisoners
still on run
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Police recovered a truck that
was believed to be stolen by
two prisoners who escaped
from an Indiana prison nearly
two weeks ago, but authorities
aren't sure if the fugitives are
still in Kentucky.
Capt. Tim Hazlette of the
Kentucky State Police said officers searched two homes
Wednesday near where the
truck was recovered on Kentucky 151 south of Frankfort
but found no trace of the fugitives.

WEATHER
Tonight...Rain ending during
the evening then turning partly
cloudy and colder. Low 25 to
30. North wind around 10 mph
becoming northwest. Chance of
rain 80 percent.
Friday...Increasing clouds.
High around 40.
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Carol Kriegbaum held a son
close as she talked about seeing
the man who pleaded guilty to
raping and killing her daughter.
"I just wanted to beat him up
or something," said the mother of
Cassandra Kriegbaum, who was
raped and strangled in 1995 by
her uncle, Bobby Joe Kriegbaum.
"It's not fair. I prefer the death
penalty because he took her life;
his life should be gone, too,"
Carol Kriegbaum said Wednesday, her voice dissolving into
tears. She put her face against a
yellow baby blanket wrapped around 6-month-old Zachary.
Moments earlier, Kriegbaum
and her husband Buddy watched
Buddy's brother, Bobby Joe
Kriegbaum, plead guilty but mentally ill during a 20-minute
hearing.
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust set
formal sentencing for 1:30 p.m.
Feb. 27 — four days after Kriegbaum's trial was scheduled to
beg in.
The death penalty was not an
option for Bobby Joe Kriegbaum's prosecutors after a mental
evaluation showed his IQ to be
60 — 10 points below the state's
allowable threshold for executing
criminials.
Instead, Buddy and Carol

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Carol Kriegbaum (left) stifles a sob Wednesday in Calloway Circuit Court as she, her son Zachary and husband Buddy listen to Buddy's brother,
Bobby Joe, plead guilty to raping and murdering their daughter Cassandra in 1995.
some of the questions about the
nasal voice similar to that of his
Kriegbaum endorsed Common- Joe Kriegbaum will be eligible
plea and its potential consequanswered
quietly
who
brother,
wealth Attorney Mike Ward's re- for a parole nearing in 12 years.
ences. Steve West, Kriegbaum'.
questions.
Foust's
"He should have got the death
commendation of two life senBobby Joe Kriegbaum
tences, which, by state law, must penalty," a tight-lipped Buddy
at times to understand • See Page 2
struggled
high-pitched,
a
in
said
Kriegbaum
Bobby
concurrently.
served
be

Crowell plans fight to retain LBL
it?
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
DOVER, Tenn. — The Tennessee Valley Authority is not
going to give up the Land Between the Lakes without a fight.
Round one began Wednesday
when Rep. John Tanner (DTenn.) and TVA Chairman Craven Crowell announced President
Clinton will include funding for

TVA's administration of LBL in
the White House's 1998-99 fiscal
year budget.
The funding level will be "at
or near" last year's level of $5.9
million. The balance of LBL's
$11 million budget was generated
by user fees and other internal revenue sources.
Crowell also indicated that the
administration will fund other

non-power programs in the authority's budget.
A year ago, at the request of
Crowell, the Clinton administration zeroed out non-power funding for TVA, which was later restored by House and Senate
budget conferees.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, who
represents Kentucky's 1st Congressional District, which in-

dudes most of LBL, has indicated that Congress, which convenes Jan. 27, will look for a new
home for LBL.
Whitfield said late last year
that he was leaning toward the
U.S. Forest Service to run the
area.
Whitfield and Kentucky Sen.
Mitch McConnell, a fellow Republican, issued a blunt two-

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

ANALYSIS
But longstanding complaints
from former landowners, including many who had to move twice
after World War II for both the
creation of Kentucky Lake and
LBL, and the risc of Republican
leadership in Congress — which
views TVA with a great deal of
suspicion — eroded support for
TVA and LBL.
And Crowell, who announced
last year that TVA would no longer request non-power funding
for the authority, has tossed what
political capital TVA had in
Washington into disarray.
While TVA's opponents are
united in deregulating the power
industry, and making the authority compete in a more competitive marketplace — TVA's supporters are divided over the authority's management practices
and future.

DOVER, Tenn. — It was fitting that as TVA Chairman Craven Crowell and Rep. John Tanner of Tennessee began their
pitch to keep the 170,000-acre
Land Between the Lakes (LBL)
in TVA, a fire blazed next to
them.
In a rustic setting in the commons building at Brandon
Springs Group Camp, Crowell
and Tanner announced that President Clinton would request funding for LBL in TVA's 1998-99
fiscal year budget.
What TVA officials had set up
at Brandon Springs was literally a
fireside chat — bringing back
echoes of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's dream of the Tennessee Valley Authority as a federal
corporation involved in various
And the disagreement between
projects throughout the valley —
Tanner and Rep. Ed Whitfield of
including conservation, hydroKentucky is a prime example.
electric power, transportation,
Land Between the Lakes cuts
lima control and recreational
across both their districts — with
use.
a majority of the area in KenAs part of that plan, Land Betucky. Whitfield has been a fretween the Lakes was created in
quent critic of TVA and Crowell
the 1960s as a demonstration
area.
•See Page 18

"The issue here is Craven
Crowell," the statement said. "A
year ago today he announcod
with much fanfare TVA would no
longer manage Land Between the
Lakes. His plan, adopted and
See Page 2

Ruling
protects
comments

Congressmen disagree
on LBL management
EDITOR'S NOTE: The writer
covers politics for The Ledger &
Times. The following contains
his personal opinions and
observations.

paragraph statement attacking
Crowell's leadership of TVA late
Wednesday.

BERNARD KANE/Lodger I Tim*. photo
LOOKING TO BUY: Dean Hutchison of Cawood and John srpndon
of Swisher Inlemetionel inspect dark-fired tobacco during woxinosWs suction at Ferris Loose Imo f loot in Murray Over 476,000
pounds were sold for an average price of $225.66 per
hundredweight.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A judge has given Florida prosecutors in Rod Ferrell's capital
murder trial clearance to subpoena Janeann Turner.
But he gave Turner, the court
designated worker for Calloway
County, a constitutional get-outof-jail-free card should she be
asked about her conversations
with Ferrell.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust on Wednesday required
that Florida State Attorney Brad
King and the Florida court system provide a written guarantee
Turner wouldn't be asked about
her conversations with Ferrell.
Foust also asked for expenses
for Turner's transportation, food
and lodging during the trial in
Tavares, Fla., which is expected
to last three weeks.
The trial is scheduled to begin
Feb. 2, but defense attorneys on
Wednesday asked the Lake
County, Fla., judge presiding
over the trial for a delay so they
can review DNA test results.
Ferrell was 16 and a member
of a so-called vampire cult here
in 1996 when he was arrested for
allegedly killing a Eustis, Fla.,
couple.
"I'm still not thrilled," Turner
•See Page 2
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•Guilty...
FROM PAGE 1
court-appointed attorney, slowly
explained some of the questions
The courtroom was mostlY silent from the time Bobby Joe
Kriegbaum shuffled in wearing
his dingy gray-and-white horizontally striped prism uniform.
The only extra noise was the
clicks of photographers' cameras
and an occasional muffled sob
from Carol Kriegbaum.
"It was bad because here
you've got the parents of the
little girl who's brutally killed
who...are the brother and sisterin-law," Ward said after the
hearing.
Ward also noted the fact that
Carol Kriegbaum is the sister of
Shirley Edwards, Bobby Joe's
girlfriend with whom he lived
next door to Buddy and Carol in
New Concord at the time of the
murder.
Edwards, who did not attend
Wednesday's hearing, found Cas-

•Crowell...

jail since then.
Crime scene photographs
showed the girl was mutilated
during the attack. Court and law
enforcement officials shuddered
and shook their heads Wednesday
when they recalled seeing the
photographs and the girl's body.
Ward originally had sought the
death penalty until it was scuttled
by the IQ test results. In May,
though, he won a ruling from
Foust, who found Bobby Joe
Kriegbaum competent to stand
trial.
It was that ruling that made
West advise his client to plead
guilty.
BOBBY JOE KRIEGBAUM
sandra's body in their mobile
home Sept. 4, 1995, after the girl
had spent the night.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott found Kriegbaum the same
day, and Kriegbaum has been in
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West said after the hearing he
hopes Bobby Joe Kriegbaum will
be able to serve his sentence at a
mental hospital instead of becoming a regular prison inmate.
"That'll be up to the doctors he
sees in the penal system," West
said. "I do not think Mr. Kriegbaum could cope in a general
prison population."
"I think fairly quickly he'll
wind up in Eddyville," Ward
said, referring to the state penitentiary there.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attroney Leah Cooper agreed, adding that Bobby Joe Kriegbaum
likely will be placed under protective custody "because he
won't be able to defend himself."
Ward nodded. "I'd say his sentence will be the least of his
worries."

Correction
A phone number for tickets and
information for the Campus Lights
production of "Bye Bye Birdie" in
Monday's paper was incorrect. The
correct number is 762-6338.

Pick 3
7-1-3
Pick 4
6-3-7-3
Pick 5
7-18-27-28-30
Lotto
4-6-20-22-25-32

FROM PAGE 1
signed into law by President
Clinton, will eliminate funding
for LBL Sept. 30, 1998.
"Today's example of confused,
arbitrary and inconsistent management at TVA is precisely the
reason why LBL is in the situation it is today."
Whitfield said Thursday he is
concerned about the long-term
future of LBL under TVA's
management.
"Crowell has pushed five different concepts of development, has
let the Youth Station out at LBL
rot to the ground and has said he
wants to end funding for LBL
and now has changed his mind,"
Whitfield said. "We want stability to get over this and move on."
Whitfield said Thursday that
he will recommend the U.S.
Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service or the Army
Corps of Engineers to run Land
Between the Lakes.
The National Parks Service,
the preferred choice of a number
of former landowners in the area,
is not interested in the property,
Whitfield said.
However, Tanner cited the
hard work of TVA's employees
and 2 million visitors to the
170,000-acre national recreation
area as reasons to keep LBL in
TVA's hands.
"I'm proud to announce today
that Vice President (Al) Gore and
the administration recognize that
positive track record," Tanner
said. "And that is why, when the
federal budget for the upcoming
fiscal year is released in two
weeks, the administration will
make clear that it recognizes the
unique role TVA plays in the
management of Land Between
the Lakes by requesting funds
from Congress to ensure TVA's
continued management of this natural resource."
Tanner said transferring the
area to another federal agency
"will not save one dime.
"The simple fact is that taxpay-

By PE
Associi

DAVID FtAMEWLedger & Times photo

U.S. Rep. John Tanner (left) and TVA Chairman Craven Crowell
(right) discuss the future of Land Between the Lakes Wednesday.
ers -- you, me and everyone else
that pays taxes -- will pay for the
management of LBL," Tanner
said.
Tanner also said that no other
agency in the federal government
can manage LBL as well as TVA.
"Few, if any, have ever questioned TVA's ability to successfully and skillfully manage LBL
as a wilderness area with vast recreational opportunities for our
citizens," Tanner said.
Crowell praised the administration and Tanner for the budget
commitment.
"The TVA board believes we
have the best team in place and
we are proud of thefoutstanding
work they do," Crowell said.
Crowell also refuted claims
that LBL is management heavy
and its executive staff is
overpaid.
"I do not believe that is a valid
criticism," Crowell said. "If you
look at the number of personnel
here a few years ago, you'll see a
dramatic reduction. We just don't
pay employees in Kentucky less

money than we pay employees in
Tennessee or any other state that
we serve. We try to treat all our
employees equally."
He also continued to defend
his proposal last year ending nonpower funding for TVA.
"In deregulation of the electric
utility industry, you have to look
at every possibility for making
changes that will strengthen the
entire organitation," Crowell
said. "This was a proposal — it
was not something I could implement by myself. It was a subject
for discussion, and I think we've
had a very healthy discussion about it."
Tanner said the discussion has
been good — and will hopefully
take the uncertainty out of LBL's
future.
"We need to look at some sort
of long-term solution," Tanner
said. "It's been 30 years and
we've taken a hard look at what
TVA has done. TVA is doing a
good job, and LIU. is seen as a
true national gemstone."

ng.••
FROM PAGE 1
said about having to testify. "I
hope they'll forget about me."
Turner and her attorney, Bill
Pettus of the Kentucky attorney
general's office, had contested
the Florida subpoena. They
argued testifying about conversations with Ferrell would violate a
Kentucky preventing such actions
by court designated workers.
Foust agreed, noting that the
Kentucky law is a right of confidentiality given to a juvenile.
Allowing Turner to testify about Ferrell "would be a violation
of a defendant's constitutional
rights," Foust wrote in his ruling.
"The law in Florida and the law
in Kentucky remain the same, as
both Kentucky and Florida are

CHRYSLERWLYMOUTFOOODGE.JEEF'
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bound by the provisions of the
United States Constitution."
Foust further noted Turner
would be breaking Kentucky law
no matter where she testified about her talks with Ferrell.
If questioned about them,
"Turner is entitled to exercise her
Fifth Amendment right against
self-incrimination," Foust wrote.
The judge said Kentucky law
doesn't give Turner the same
confidentiality privilege concerning conversations she had with
Sondra Gibson, Ferrell's mother.
Court briefs filed recently by
King and Pettus show Gibson
filed a beyond parental control
complaint with the court system
prior to the Florida murders for
unspecified actions by Ferrell.
The allegations led to a diver-

sionan, zq:reement, which then
led Vcrrell and Gibson to
L.ounsel mg sessions with Turner.
"It \Ain be very confusing trying to remember conversations
from one-and -a- half years ago,"
Turner said.
Turner said she will take her
notes from those counseling sessions s i ill her to Florida, but
those notes also include information about Ferrell.
-That's hy it's very hard to
try to remember if she instigated
a conversation or what she said,"
Turner said.
Foust said after delivering his
order to Turner that he doesn't
expect her to have any problems
at the trial, hut he wanted to be
sure.
"My function is not to be a
rubber stamp," he said. "My
I unction is to make sure witnesses in Kentucky are afforded protections under the law."
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Tapes allege Clinton affair with intern
By PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Drawing intense scrutiny from
Whitewater prosecutors, longtime
presidential confidant Vernon
Jordan and U.N. Ambassador Bill
Richardson arranged jobs for a
young woman who alleges in secretly taped conversations that she
hadan affair with President Clinton and then was urged to lie about it.
Officials confirmed there was
evidence at the White House
showing that Monica Lewinsky,
who was an intern in 1995 to
Clinton's chief of staff, checked
in several times to the Oval Office to visit the president's private secretary after Lewinsky left
her White House job and went to
the Pentagon. The officials said
Lewinsky and the secretary were
friends.
As Whitewater prosecutors
Wednesday subpoenaed the
White House for all documents
on the 24-year-old Lewinsky,
Clinton denied both the affair or
that he encouraged Lewinsky to
lie.
"If he's not telling the truth I
think the consequences will be
astronomical," former White
House spokeswoman Dee Dee
Myers said on NBC's "Today"
show.
The leader of the Whitewater
team, independent counsel Kenneth Starr, planned to answer reporters' questions today outside
his downtown Washington office.
The investigation was
prompted when one of Ms. Lewinsky's co-workers, former White
House staffer Linda Tripp, pro-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
top legislator Wednesday told
Education Commissioner Bill
Cody "you've got to do something" about the increasingly unpopular school accountability
testing system.
The Senate Education Committee has pending a bill to suspend
the system — the Kentucky Instructional Results Information
System, or KIRIS — for at least
a year.
The bill by Sen. Gex Williams,
R-Verona, would terminate the
current contract for a new edition
of the system's test and spread
more than $34 million among the
state's 176 school districts. Cody
says the bill is misguided.
But Senate Majority Leader
David Karem told Cody the
public does not believe in KIR1S.
"You can sit there and believe
till hell freezes over ... but the
public is terribly concerned,"
Karem said.
"An enormous number of people," right or wrong, perceive the
test to be incapable of accurately
measuring school performance,
Karem said. "The message back
to the Department of Education is
you've got to do something."

vided Starr with dozens of taped
conversations, some in which Ms.
Lewinsky alleged an affair with
Clinton and recounted conversations she allegedly had with Clinton and Jordan about denying the
relationship, lawyers said.
Newsweek magazine reported
in a special release Wednesday
that SUIT'S office arranged a
sting operation with Tripp and
fried unsuccessfully to get Ms.
Lewinsky to participate,in a sting
against Jordan. Newsweek, NBC
and The Washington Post reported Tripp was wired by the
FBI for the secret taping of a
meeting in recent days with Ms.
Lewinsky.
"There is not a sexual relationship," Clinton said firmly in a
White House interview with PBS'
Jim Lehrer. "1 did not ask anyone to tell anything other than the
truth."
His wife, Hillary, said she did
not believe the allegations.
"Certainly I believe they're
false. Absolutely," the first lady
said.

She said the allegations were
"a continuation of a lot of the
tpolitical accusations and attacks
my husband has been subjected
to."
The arrangements for Ms.
Lewinsky to get a new job were
made in the past few months as
she was being pulled in as a witness in the Paula Jones sexual
harassment case against Chinon.
Ms. Lewinsky prepared an affidavit denying an affair with
Clinton.
Tripp's tape recordings of
Lewinsky began last summer, af-

ter Clinton attorney Robert Bennett suggested Tripp wasn't telling the truth about another allegation regarding Clinton. Tripp
said another White House staffer,
Kathleen E. Willey, had confided
that she had stepped from the
Oval Office into a private office
with Clinton and that the president kissed and fondled her.
But a potentially damaging
White House document suggests
Tripp was coached to deny the
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Willey incident, news reports
said. The reports described the
document as a page of "talking
points" possibly drafted by a lawyer and given to Tripp by Lewinsky as Tripp was about to give
an affidavit.
Ms. Lewinsky's attorney, William Ginsburg, said Wednesday
that "at this time, she stands by
her" affidavit denying the affair
with Clinton. Later, however,
Ginsburg suggested in a televi-

sion interview that her account
could change, noting that Starr
has the authority to grant immunity to Lewinsky in exchange for
her cooperation in the
investigation.
Ms. Lcwinsky is scheduled to
give a deposition Friday in the
Jones lawsuit. Several news organizations reported she planned to
invoke her Fifth Amendment
right against
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FROM OUR READERS
Fee is money well spent
Dear Editor:
I'm writing you today in reference to an article that appeared in your
Jan. 18 edition of The Murray Ledger & Times. The article was titled
"Free hunting, fishing for elderly might stop."
First of all, I want to make it very clear that I support the planned fee
changes in our state's hunting and fishing licenses. I would hope all
Kentuckians would support this change.
It might seem unfair to charge our elderly citizens because $5 is a
tremendous deal to be able to hunt or fish in this well-managed state. If
the changes go into effect,they will bring a large sum of money from the
federal government with them. The article failed to mention that.
For every license sold, the federal government will match a certain
percentage which will go toward wildlife management. Without the
changes, the money we could have gotten will probably go to another
state.
I do not know if you are aware that the state fish and wildlife
department receives NO money from the general fund. All of the
department's money is generated through the sale of hunting and fishing
licenses and special permits.
The article said that faster and faster Kentucky sportsmen and women
are getting to the age of the free license. Before long, there will be no
money being generated, period.
For those of you who still are not convinced that this is change for the
good, I ask you one simple question. Look into your child's or
grandchild's face and ask yourself this: "Isn't the passing on of our
hunting and fishing heritage to our youth worth $5?"
I think it is money well spent.
Phillip L. Carter
916 N. 8th St., Murray, KY 42071

Parents face bedtime battle
The battle lines were clearly
drawn.
In one corner, the anxious parents, desperate for a victory. In
the other corner, a confident toddler, ready to use any means for
his cause.
And at stake -- a bed built to
hold one very tired
munchkin...alone.
As we got closer to him, we
began to softly provide rationale
for what we planned to do.
"Austin, it's time to go to bed.
See, it's your own special bed
just for you. Won't it be nice to
sleep by yourself and not be
squished between us?"
He looked at us with that signature expression that is meant to
prepare us for a vocal surprise.
And with only a split-second
warning, he did just that.
In no uncertain terms, he
shared his opinion on not only
sleeping in his new big boy bed,
but also about having to go to
bed in general.
The result?
Victory in favor of the
mune hkin.
Having done this ritual re-

peatedly during the past few
weeks, we have learned one important lesson. Regardless of
what happens the night before,
the next night will undoubtedly
be different.
So far, we have won some and
lost some. Unfortunately, our losses mean that we have to share
our sleeping quarters with a little
one who thinks that horizontal
sleeping is the norm -- regardless
of the other two occupants in the
bed.
Add two very fat cats and even
a king size bed tends to be
crowded. And the horror of misplacing a pacifier or the coveted
baby pillows (mine or his!!) tend
to disrupt a peaceful night's
sleep.
Since we have realized the di-
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rect approach doesn't quite work
and the "just let him cry" method
is intolerable, we have finally
reached closure.
Take one night at a time and
hope he falls asleep downstairs.
Then, Daddy can pick him up and
carefully place him in his own
bed.
The key, of course, is to not let
him wake up in the process and
see Mommy. He has a tendency
to think that where Mommy goes,
he should go.
We can report marginal success so far. Although he might
wake up in the wee hours of the
morning and then come into our
bed, that is certainly preferable
than being there all night long.
We certainly neyer imagined
that bedtime could be so chaotic.

Of course, that was before he
managed to climb out of the crib,
which we thought was Austinproof.
What makes the whole situation much more manageable is
that we know we aren't the only
parents having to deal with this.
Every night, hundreds of Calloway County parents square off
with their kids and wage the bedtime battle.
And I am afraid that this is
only the beginning. At least we
are still able to use a baby gate to
keep him in his room. I know at
some point he will even scale
that, and then we will have to
think of a new strategy. I may
have to consult Dr. Spock once
again.
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Giving in is obviously not the
solution, but perhaps a more appropriate choice of words would
be a compromise.
Compromise is good, espedially since both sides win. He
gets to stay up a little longer, but
he eventually goes to his own
bed.
I guess that is all part of this
thing called parenthood.
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Hollywood needs cleaning
Dear Editor:
I am writing in regard to the recent news story where two young boys
stabbed their mother to death, and then told authorities they did it after
watching the movie "Scream II."
My question is,"Why are we allowing these trashy, vulgar movies to
be made?"
I am appalled at some of the kill movies being cranked out by
Hollywood, that arc given a PG-13 rating and then shown to our youth!
No wonder there is so much violence and disrespect for the law, as a
lot of these movies portray the criminal as a "poor abused youth" who
grows up and takes his anger out on society.
Our television producers are also cranking out some disgusting
shows. There is a very popular television show about a teenage witch
with a talking black cat. I saw about two minutes of the show and then
switched channels.
Thank God all of my children are grown.
I am thankful for National Geographic and the History Channel. The
point being made is that parents should be aware of what movies their
children go sec, and also watch what they "lock on" via family
computers. There are things on computers that are mind boggling, to say
the least.
People, we need to dust off our Bibles and start taking youngsters to
church more often, and say we've had enough of the immorality that is
going on almost everywhere we go. Then 1 pray that God will surely
bless America again.
Danny Rogers
P.O. Box 134, 908C
S. 12th St., Bel-Air
Murray, KY 42071

Association supports TVA
Dear Editor:
We understand legislation is currently being written that will call for
the transfer of Land Between The Lakes management to another federal
agency.
In response to this issue, the Land Between The Lakes Association
Board of Trustees met recently to discuss the future of LBL.
The association continues to have confidence in TVA's ability to
manage LBL. Still, whether or not LBL's management stays with TVA
or another agency is deemed more appropriate, the association feels
strongly that the following principles should be incorporated into new
legislation regarding LBL's future:
•LBL should continue to be managed by an agency of the federal
government supported with federal tax dollars.
-The original LBL mission should guide management.
-LBL should be designated as a federal lands testing and demonstration site to provide optimum flexibility and encourage innovation.
•LBL's current Natural Resources Management Plan should continue
to guide management of LBL's resources.
-Protection of and access to LBL cemeteries should be provided.
-The federal government should recognize that it has an inherent
responsibility to provide ongoing support for safeguarding the rich
cultural heritage of LBL.
•LBL should have a clear definition of appropriate visitor services.
-LBL management decisions should be guided by customer priorities
and expectations in accordance with the original LBL mission.
•Income generated at LBL should be used to help fund LBL
operations.
•Tax equivalent payments to LBL counties should continue at current
levels.
•LBL staff should have opportunities to transfer to the receiving
agency or be compensated.
•If a transfer of management is ordered, TVA should facilitate an
orderly transition that minimizes impact on customers, resources, staff,
and area communities.
-The LBL Association should be retained as a tax exempt not-forprofit 501(c)3 cooperating association serving LBL.
Austin Carroll
Hopkinsville, KY
LBLA Board Chairman
Carolyn Roof
Paducah, KY
LBLA Board President
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Clinton using leaks to aid plans
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
The long congressional recess,
2I/2 months, worsened their disadvantage by yielding the
Washington stage to Clinton.
With 535 lawmakers scattered for
the holiday, and some GOP factions differing with others on
what to do, the White House edge
widened.
The practice of delivering, or
more often leaking, State of the
Union proposals in advance has
been standard procedure for Republican as well as Democratic
presidents. But Clinton has made
an art of preemptive prraposals,
and of shifting his stance when
the opposition found an issue too
potent to withstand.
He did so to endorse legislation to rein in the Internal Revenue Service, passed by the
House, soon to become a Senate
Republican boasting point, at about tax time in an election year.
He boasts of balancing the
budget, and he began the process
with his politically distasteful
economic plan of 1993, enacted
over unanimous GOP opposition.

But in 1995, he resisted the Republican plan for a five-year
timetable to end deficit spending,
and later revised his own budget
to embrace the 2001 deadline.
That's moot now that a surging
economy has the budget approaching balance ahead of that
schedule.
"Everybody is talking about
what to do with the surplus," he
told a Democratic fund-raising
dinner Tuesday night. "You
know, nobody else would talk
like this. ... So, it may be old
fashioned, but if I might modestly suggest, let us balance the
budget first."
He does want to spend more on
day care, education, college student aid, expanding the Peace
Corps, and other items in his succession of pre-State of the Union
proposals.
The most sweeping of them is
his call to open Medicare to people under 65 for the first time —
62 for retirees, 55 for people who
lose their jobs and their insurance.
— with premiums the White
House said would cover most of
the cost.
Clinton said his plan "will not
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WASHINGTON (AP) — To
the chronic frustration of the opposition party, the president, every president, has a built-in advantage in putting his proposals
at the head of the agenda.
They may not stay there, but
they start there.
That's why President Clinton
is one up, or better, as he and
now the long recessed Republican Congress present competing
ideas for action in 1998.
The Republicans shouldn't take
it personally. The same scenario
has played the other way in prior
rounds, when they held the White
House and Democrats ran
Congress.
The uneven rivalry is never
more evident than in the weeks
leading up to the State of the Union address; Clinton will deliver
his Tuesday night to Congress
and an every-network television
audience.
Then the Republicans get their
TV response time, separate and
not close to equal. The out-party
has been trying for two decades
to find formats that will make
their quasi-State of the Union
talks into more than routine
replies.
It hasn't worked yet, after the
drama, setting and audience of
the president's major speech of
the year.
The Republicans have been
trying to catch up in advance,
with tax, budget and education
plans to counter Clinton's succession of proposals, essentially previewing his Jan. 27 address.
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increase the deficit or wreck the
Medicare trust fund," which will
have to be shored up anyhow.
GOP critics say it would add unmanageable numbers and expenses to a program already facing financial trouble.
"It is the right thing to do,"
Clinton said. "It's a Democratic
program, within the constraints of
fiscal discipline, and I hope
you'll support that."
Republicans, meanwhile, were
proposing tax cuts.
One plan would reduce taxes
by about $200 billion over the
next 10 years, and pay down the
national debt by another $200 billion, using the budget surpluses
now projected.
Another outbids that idea,
seeking a trillion dollar tax cut.
There are GOP plans for education tax breaks and the conversion of programmed federal aid
into grants to the states. There's a
House GOP proposal to hire
100,000 new teachers with federal aid, cost to be covered by
cutting other programs.
Republican National Chairman
Jim Nicholson complains that
GOP proposals are being virtually ignored by "the elite news
media" which has given extensive coverage to Clinton's plans.
That's not elite, it's inevitable.
The president has the platform
now. Republicans can reclaim
theirs when Congress reconvenes
Jan. 27. They've got the votes to
counter, change or scrap what
Clinton's been offering.
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Missionaries will speak

Pets of week featured

Angel Alert is issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angel
alert for two chest of drawers, set of bunk beds, two washers and
two dryers. Anyone having in these items to donate is asked to call
the center at 753-3070.

Fire station meeting Sunday
A Fire Station meeting will be Sunday. Jan. 25, at 2 p.m. at New
Providence Church of Christ Educational Building. A discussion will
be held concerning the construction of a fire station in the area. This
is very important to the community and all area residents are urged
to attend."

Roots and Wings planned
Roots and Wings: Raising Resilient Children will begin Tuesday,
Jan. 27, from noon to 2 p.m. at the community room of Southside
Manor. Classes will meet each Tuesday through March 3. This covers topics such as teachable moments, setting boundaries, natural
and logical consequences, standards and protective factors. All parents with children, ages 0 to 18, are encouraged to register and attend these classes. Registration is required by Monday, Jan. 26, and
is limited to 15 persons. The cost will be $5.95 per person. For more
information or to register call Jill at Calloway County Family Resource Center at 753-3070/ or 753-3879.

WMU meeting will be at Flint

fr

Blood River Baptist Church WMU will have its quarterly meeting
on Monday, Jan. 26, at 10 a.m. at Flint Baptist Church near Almo
Heights. The guest speaker will be Jeff Wallace, missionary to
Spain, now on furlough and working with the internationals. He is
the son-in-law of the Rev. and Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas. Refreshments will be served. Earlene Hamlet, director, and Estelle Gray,
Women on Missions coordinator, invite the public to attend.

Adult book group on Monday
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Jan. 26,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Nancy Christensen
will be the leader for the discussion of the book, "An Outpost of
Progress" by Joseph Conrad. Any person who has read the book is
invited to take part in the discussion.

Singles (SOS) plans events

4

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Saturday, Jan. 24,
5:30 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to carpool to SnappyTomato at
Mayfield to eat at 6 p.m. and dance later at the American Legion.
On Sunday, Jan. 25, the group will spend Super Bowl Sunday for a
chili meal at Joyce's house at Benton. Each one should bring chili,
crackers, light desserts, chips or dip. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Marlene, 753-2350.

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday, Jan. 23, at 11:30 a.m. in
the private dining room of Sirloin Stockade. Mary Jane Cothran,
vice president of District 1, will install the officers for 1998. A musical program will be presented by Cordie Lee Hamrick, guitarist. Richard Huddleston, president-elect, urges all members and prospective members to attend.

Free Throw event Saturday
The Knights of Columbus Free Throw Tournament will be Saturday, Jan. 24, at 10 a.m. in the Murray Middle School gym. All boys
and girls, ages 10 to 14, are invited to participate and there is no
cost. Registration will begin at 10 a.m. and the event will be over by
11:30 a.m.

Clothing meeting Saturday
An orientation meeting for 4-H club sewing program for persons,
ages nine to 19, will be Saturday, Jan. 24, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Senior Citizens Area of Weaks Community Center. Classes will
be available during January, February and March. Also volunteers
are needed to assist the 4-H youth in the clothing construction classes. For information call the Extension Office at 753-1452.

MMS PTO event Thursday
Murray Middle School PTO will host a meeting on Thursday, Jan.
22, at 6 p.m. in Room 109 with "Room Parents" to plan for the upcoming "Winter Blast." All room parents are urged to attend.

4-H Goat Club will meet
The 4-H Goat Club, Kids Helping Kids, will meet Saturday, Jan.
24, at 1:30 p.m. at the farm of Mark and Meta Brewer. The lesson
will be on "Dehorning." Persons may call the Extension Office,
753-1452, for directions to the farm.

LifeHouse plans training
LifeHouse Care Center for Women will hold a training seminar in
Frcbruary for those interested in becoming voluneer counselors. Preregistration is required. Those registered for the seminar will be required to volunteer a minimum of eight hours in the center before
the training. All interested persons are urged to call the LifeHouse at
753-0700.

Compassionate group to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Jan. 22, at 7:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), still
births or miscarriages. For more information contact Mike Rumble
at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

ANIMAL SHELTER photos

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are from left, "Tom," a male, six
months old, DSH, house trained inside, white with black spots, and
"Smokey," a female adult DSH, gray and tan, house trained. Hours of
the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For
more information call the shelter at 759-4141.
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The Miss Paducah Scholarship
Pageant will -be Saturday, Feb. 7,
at 7 p.m. at Paducah Tilghman
High School auditorium.
Contestants will compete in talent, evening gown, swimsuit and
personal interview. Young women, ages 17 to 24, are eligible
to compete. The winner will advance to the Miss Kentucky
Scholarship Pageant in June
1998.
Also Little Miss Paducah Area
and Teen Miss Paducah Area Pageants will be Saturday, Feb. 7,
at 10 a.m. at Paducah Tilghman
High School. Girls, ages 4 to 7,
will compete in Little Miss, and
girls, ages 13-17, will compete in
Teen Miss.
For more information call
1-502-442-8300.
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109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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We are pleased 1(c
announce that Scarlet
Valentine, bride-elect
ofJamie Orr, has mad,'
her domestic and
household selection.‘
through our bridicl
registry.
Scarlet and Jamie will
be married January 31'
1998.
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Murray
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Sundays Only!

Program Info. Call 752-3314
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IN-STORE
SIDEWALK SALE
All Winter-Weight

Selected Women's Winter

Selected Men's Winter

Coats

Sweaters
$999

Sweaters

NOW $4999
Or Less!

NOW

NOW
Or Less!

Selected Men's

Team Fleece
$1299

$M99
NOW

Or Less!

$1999
Or Less!

Turtlenecks

NOW

Selected Ladies Winter-Weight

Sleepwear
$999
NOW
Or Less!

CP

Clearance For
Nike T-Shirts Nike® T-Shirts
The Home!
Selected

NOW

Men's Selected

$699

NOW

1/2

$699

PRICE

And..Much More Throughout The Store

50%

Off Or Less!

JCPenney

WHO IS THE YMCA?

I

LOVE

YOUR

STYLE.'

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400

HELPS YOU 1:.\113 STAR] '9('

to a morning and afternoon class;
speak at noon at Methodist Student
Center luncheon at 1315 Payne St.;
speak at Women's Gathering at
First Presbyterian Church at 6 p.m.
"Rev. and Mrs. Weir have h,:en
right in the middle of events in our
history. If your class or group
would be interested in hearing the
Weirs, they are available to share
their story of being a political hostage, speak on the current issues in
the Middle East, tell us how they
kept hope in a hopeless situation,
or many other topics," said the
Rev. David M. Montgomery, copastor of First Presbyterian Church.
For information call the First riesbyterian Church.

ORP' #404

Pageants
scheduled

HE Mt TRAY FAMILY YMCA
Jump Start to Fitness
After-School Care
Youth Stength Training
Day 6 Summer Camps
Teen Center
Parent/Child sports
Aerobic Classes
Parent's Night/Day Out
Corporate Cup Events
=, Water Exercise
Adult Basketball
Personal Training
Call 753-4295/759-YMCA
P.ASU Overnighter

The Rev. Benjamin M. Weir and
his wife, Carol, missionaries to Lebanon until 1984, will be in Murray from Jan. 25 through Jan. 27.
The Weirs' lives were changed
dramatically when Rev. Weir was
kidnapped off the streets of Beirut
in 1985 and held hostage by Shiite
Muslim extremists for 16 months
during the administration of President Reagan.
Rev. Weir will be at First Presbyterian Church on Sunday where
he will teach Sunday School at
9:30 a.m., preach at 10:45 a.m.,
speak with Confirmation Class at
3:30 p.m. and conduct Bible Study
at 8 p.m.
On Monday, the Weirs will be
available to talk with a class on
morning or afternoon, and will lecture at 7 p.m. at Curris Center Theater, Murray State University.
The Weirs' Tuesday schedule
will include being available to talk

MonJay Saturday 10

am to 9 p m — Sunday '.-
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your own lighting conditions is so
important. If you are planning on a
little decorating, now may be the time
to call a professional to come to your
home. It may be the easiest choice
you'll ever have to make!
For your free copy of "Lifestyles" —
just call Dotty of Decorating Den Interiors at 753-1184. Or call for an appointment or more information on our
service and products.

We proudly present
our hridal registry.
kavlin llaverstocl: & Christopher Weber
April 4, 1998

.....
....

Marie 1

Burns'event Jan. 31

Greg and Rida Williams of 5185 Shoemaker Rd., Murray, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Stephanie Layne Williams, to Justin
Dee Phillips, son of Danny and Evelyn Phillips of 2642 Pottertown
Rd., Murray.
Miss Williams is the granddaughter of William and Sara Hicks and
Sue Williams and the late Louie Williams Sr., all of New Concord.
Her great-grandparents are Mrs. Della Mae Smith and the late Noel
Smith of New Concord and Mrs. Vonnie Hicks and the late Pete Hicks
of Murray.
Mr. Phillips is the grandson of Danny and Evelyn Phillips and
James and Lorene Geurin, all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is employed as a dental assistant by Dr. West Dentistry.
The groom -elect, a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is employed as a salesman at Trucks, Trailers and Buses.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, April 18, 1998, at 6 p.m.
at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

April 25, 1998

n

......

Williams and Phillips
wedding to be April 18

Candi Manis & David Outland
& John Christopher Mail
May 16, 1998

NIelissa lienkle & Adam i-'ettle
,
May 16, 1998

Jennifer Rayhurn & Brett Justice
May 23, 1998

Kell; Ryan M aF.sey &? Lee Christian 1 lein:ort,
6, i 0,1(-;
,
1-",rouse & Charles Cial-ic
June 20. 1c98

Liner Gifts & Bridal Regitry
ill Souill 461 Street 1i5Q-2100
Open Monday -

10:00 - 5:00

American colonists found many oil wells while looking for salt. Salt
makers regarded petroleum oil as a nuisance, but other people sold it
as a cure for physical ailments.

25 years
35 million dead
millions more wounded

On this day in 1973, the United States Supreme
Court legalized abortion on demand in all 50 states for any
reason through the full nine months of pregnancy. The
courts gave women the right to choose, but not the right to
the information needed to make that choice.
Since then, untold millions have been victimized:
women who found out too late that what they thought was
tissue actually had brainwaves, a heartbeat, fingerprints
and responded to touch; fathers who desperately wanted
their babies that were aborted; women who suffer physically,emotionally and psychologically from what their doctor said was a simple, painless procedure; grandparents
who grieve over the grandchildren they never got to hold;
and over 35 million babies who died.
All the while, abortion clinics earned over $1/2 billion
annually.

Lord, heal our land.
11 Chronicles 7:14

LifeHouse Care Center for Women
1506 Chestnut Street • 753-0700
Caring for them both

L. Fielder, and Mrs. Maria Elena
Garza, all of Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 20, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Rains baby boy, parents, Leigh and
Johnny, Dexter.
Dismissals
Jord Osborn Hale and Ms. Erica
Unarm Turner, Almo; Mrs. Donis M.
Stark, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Joseph Matthew Gibbons, Dexter;
Erwin twins, a boy and a girl, Kirksey;
Tarry Wayne Dennis, Cadiz;
Mrs. Gladys Corlene Finney, Hazel;
Miss Rachel Ann Phillips, Mayfield;
Mrs. Corlean Alexander, Mrs. Marjorie Sue Harrell, Mrs. Lusa Haynes,
Mrs. Mewing, Parker
Jacob Riley Ferguson, Miss Lyndsay Danielle Kendall, Mrs. Essig Elizabeth Morris„
James A. Fielder, Mis Mary Meagon
Monntanna Garrett, and Mrs. Martha
C. Cook, all of Murray.

.
•.
........•

Stephanie Layne Williams
and Justin Dee Phillips

April 18, 1998

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Jan. 19, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Wilson baby girl, parents, Julie and
Daron, Hazel;
York baby girl, parents, Tracy and
Michael, Hardin;
Chilcutt baby girl, parents, Marilyn
and Stanley, Paris, Tenn.;
Chambers baby boy, mother,
Brandy Thomas, Farmington;
Rudolph baby boy, mother, Andrea
Watson, Boaz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sylvesta Jackson and Mrs. Annette Schmidt Earhart and baby girl,
Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Vada Nell Bruce, Farmington;
Mitcheal Allen Stinson, Boaz; Mrs.
Oma 0. Mitchum, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Reba Lee Ford, Calvert City;
Miss Kathy Jean Smith and Louis
Moore, Mayfield; Mrs. Ruby Nell
Hutchens, Hardin:
Mrs. Hazel Mae Morgan, Mrs. Connie Dayle Chiles, Larry Suitor,
Mrs. Frances Butterworth, George

.....

Kimberly Sexton & Roger Dunn
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"Shop Smart"
Decorating your home can be wonderful and exciting. It lets you express
your unique style, taste and personality. It can also be quite frustrating
when things don't turn out the way you
planned. Have you ever found the
perfect furnishing in the perfect color
only to find that when you bring it
home it doesn't match so perfectly?
This is a very common mistake when
purchasing a decorating product in a
store. To ensure a look you'll love, you
must see the samples and swatches in
your home — under your lighting! The
right lighting coordinated with the
right furnishings can create your
dream room, whereas incorrect lighting can be a disaster.
Different types of store lighting can
alter the color of furnishings a little or a
lot. Incandescent/fluorescent lighting
can create a light orange tint on a white
surface and make blues and greens
appear darker. Warm/white fluores-,
cent lighting may make white surfaces
slightly yellow and light greens
brighter. It can also make blues appear
dearer and richer.
Another type of store lighting is
cool/white fluorescent. This lighting
projects a faint blue tint which can
darken and mute colors such as blues,
greens and reds.
Its easy to see why selecting decorating fabrics and other products under

- 1-

Robert Burns, called "The
Greatest Poet in the English Language," will be honored with a
dinner, toasts and song on Saturday, Jan. 31.
The Caledonian Society of
Murray will hold its sixth annual
Burns' Night dinner at the Best
Western Racer Inn. The event
celebrates the birth of Burns, as
well as serving as an annual
gathering for society members
and others of Scottish descent.
Burns, the internationally
known Scottish poet, died in
1792. He is remembered for such

poems and songs as "Auld Lang
Syne" and "My Love is Like a
Red, Red Rose."
Traditional Scottish foods will
be served and ceremonial toasts
will be made. Master of Ceremonies Robert Valentine says sev,
eral talented singers, musicians,
and speakers will recite his
poetry and entertain the audience
following the dinner.
Reservations are required. For
further information contact the
society at 753-0545 or the Murray Tourism Commission at
1-800-651-1603.

Birthday is celebrated
Savannah Thornton recerifly
celebrated her second birthday.
A party was held in her honor
on Nov. 24 at her home. The
theme was "Sesame Street."
Attending the party were her
grandfather, Elmo Thornton, and
Martha McKendree; her greatgrandmother, Louise Carroll; her
aunt, Tana Henson, Debbie Clark,
Tina Adams and son, Dillon, and
Connie Miller and son, Brennan.
A second party was held on her
birthday, Nov. 28, at the home of

Savannah Thornton
her grandparents, Tom and Becky
Wilson.
Attending were her grandparents, and her greatgrandmothers, Zita Wilson and
Lou Carson.
Savannah is the daughter of
Tim and Laura Thornton of Murray. She has a sister, Ashlynn, 9
months.
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BOOK REVIEW
The Winner
by David Bakiacci
LuAnn Tyler is a twenty-year-old unwed
mother in Rikersville. Georgia, a woman who
can use her fists as well as her wits, a woman
striving to escape an abusive relationship and a
life of endless poverty. Suddenly, under the
pretense of giving her a decent job, a mysterious Mr. Jackson makes her an offer he thinks
no one can refuse: a guarantee to be the next
winner of the $100 million national lottery.
But LuAnn won't do it. At first. Then, less
than twenty-four hours later, she is fighting for
her life and running from a false murder
charge. Jackson's offer—and its condition that
she leave the country forever — seems lobe her
only hope. She accepts his proposition and the
new life the unlimited wealth buys her and her
infant daughter. Ten years later, LuAnn disobeys Jackson and secretly returns to the
United States, where she is still wanted for
murder.
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Mr and Mrs. Brian Keith James

Barnett-James vows
solemnized at church
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Thursday, Jan. 22
Calloway County High School's Harbour Youth Services Center Advisory
Council/3 p.m.
Murray Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council/5 p.m.
North Elementary School spaghetti
Supper/5.30 p m., special workshops/6
m,
Murray Middle School PTO meeting
for 'Room Parente/6 p.m. in Room
109 Info/436-2251.
Murray Magazine Club w/Christine
Pogue/2 p.m.
4-H Dairy Club/6 p m./East Elementary School.
Compassionate Group/7:30
p m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Democratic Party information and get
acquainted meeting/6:30-8
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library. Info/436-2453.
AA Meeting (accessible)/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Info/753-7676.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m. -4 p.m. for
activities for senior citizens.
West View Nursing Home Bingo/2
p.m.
Senior Friends/2:30 p.m./Columbia
PineLake Hospital, Mayfield.
Info/1-502-251-4470.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
VEterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Murray
Kiwanis
Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
First Baptist Church Lifestyle Contemporary Issues Group w/Joetta
Kelly/6:30 p.m.
"Secret Ues" film shown free/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray
State.

Ami Leigh Barnett, daughter of Joe and Jane Barnett, and Brian
Keith James, son of Roger and Ruth James, all of Murray, were married Saturday, Aug. 2, 1997, at 6 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
Grandparents of the bride are Janie Young and the late Robert
Young, and Rudy and Mary Nell Barnett, all of Murray.
The groom's grandparents are Marie Scott and the late Fayette Scott
and Emma James and the late Wilson James of Murray.
The Rev. Frank Lott, Chicago, Ill., uncle of the groom, performed
the candlelight double ring ceremony. The meaning of marriage and
prayer and a special reading of I Corinthians 13 was read by John
Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Music was presented by Roger Hutson, pianist, and Kathy Ligon
MAYFIELD — The Shedd
and Amanda Highfil, vocalists. George Ligon was sound coordinator
Dyslexia Foundation will offer a
and Dan Szurgot was video coordinator.
Escorted by her father and given in marriage by her parents, the Screening Clinic on Thursday,
bride wore a white lace gown. The tank style bodice was designed Jan. 29, to help identify students
with a v-shaped neckline and back that dropped down into a basque with potential reading and attenwaist. The full gathered skirt flowed into a chapel train. The entire tional problems.
The foundation offers help in
gown was decorated with pearls and iridescent sequins. Her matte satin gauntlets were specially designed for her gown with matching several different communities. In
the programs, one parent beAlencon lace appliques.
The bride wore a fingertip illusion veil that was attached to a pearl comes involved by helping tutor
intertwined headpiece that was accented with a side motif of silk the students. Classes include 1-1
loops and opalescence. She carried a cascading hand bouquet of silk reading, social skills training and
white roses and various silk summer flowers. She wore pearl drop ear- a listening skills class.
Tutorial programs are in Mayrings and a pearl necklace, gifts from her parents.
Honor attendants were Stefani McCuiston, sister of the bride, and field, Paducah, Hopkinsville and
Stephanie Johnson. Bridesmaids were Jennifer Eells, Jill Moss, and N1organ fi e Id .
To see if your child may beneLeslie Waugh. They wore'floor length buttercup sleeveless dresses
with matching tulle shoulder drapes and carried cascading bouquets of fit from help, call Debbie Craven,
Office,
silk summer flowers. They wore pearl bracelets and drop earrings, Admission's
1-502-247-8007, or write Shedd
gifts of the bride.
Brittany Gonzalez, cousin of the groom, was flower girl. She wore a Dyslexia Foundation, 346 Central
MURRAY ROTARY CLUB photo
floor length white dress of satin covered in lace and carried a basket Ave., P.O. Box 493, Mayfield, JUDY GARGUS, director of the
KY 42066. Limited scholarship is
decorated by the -bride with yellow rose petals.
Murray Tourism Commission,
Todd Wyant was best man with Kevin Hopkins, Brian Eells, Gre- available.
spoke to the Murray Rotary Club
gory Vobroucek and Bruno Depasquale serving as groomsmen. Ring
about tourism plans for the future
bearer was Zackary Eells, son of Brian and Jennifer Eells.
and showed the new video about
Ushers were Darren McCuiston, brother-in-law to the bride, and
Murray that is being used to
Billy Harris, cousin of the bride.
promote the area.
All men in the wedding party wore black tuxedos with white
pleated shirts and black vests. The groom wore a double breasted
black formal tuxedo tails with a white vest. Boutonnieres were single
white roses.
Presiding at the guest registries and distributing programs were
Charlsie Young and Michelle Young, cousins of the bride. The sanctuary decorations and flowers for the wedding party were designed and
made by Holly Cherry. DeAnn Anderson of Owensboro directed the
wedding.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club. As the bridal
party entered, they were introduced by Ken Jackson of Mumsic Explosion who provided music for the evening.
The bride's four-tiered wedding cake was decorated with silk flowers and was spotlighted under a four column canopy designed by
Retirement Center
Cathy Young, aunt of the bride. Lighted ficus trees were used
Elegant decor, spacious apartments and closets, 3 meals served
throughout the room.
The groom's table featured a single layer chocolate cake depicting
daily in our lovely dining room, 24-hour staffing & security,
the Sears Tower of Chicago. Hors d'oevres were served from a table
scheduled transportation, housekeeping, activities, plus assiswith a centerpiece of cascading fruit.
tance with personal care and medications.
Servers were Shelly Rudolph, Tammy Usher, Amy Christ, cousin of
Come relax by our fireplace this winter and leave
the bride, and Annie Gonzales and Melissa Vobroucek, cousins of the
your worries behind!
groom. Coordinator was Vicky Geurin.
Experience
"Living at its Finest!"
After a wedding trip to St. Lucia Island, the couple is residing on
South 13th Street, Murray.
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner in the small fellow(502)
759-8700
FAX (502) 759-8777
ship hall of Westside Baptist Church. The bridal couple presented
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, KY. 42071
their attendants with gifts.

Screening clinic
for dyslexia will
be held Jan. 29
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Thursday, Jan. 22
Bill Rubenstein lecture on 'Gay
Rights: Equal Rights No Special
Rights'/7:30 p.m./Curris Center small
ballroom, AASU, sponsored by Student
Government Association,
Campus Lights Bye, Bye Birdie
production/8 p m /Lovett Auditorium,
SASU, Info/762-4516
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a m.-7:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a m -4 15 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 23
Benefit World Champion Rodeo for
local DES group/7:30 p.m /West Kentucky Expo Center.
Campus Lights Byue Bye Birdie
production/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. Info/762-4516.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
NARFE/11:30 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Senior Citizens Golf play/9
a.m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m. Bridge Club/1 p.m.
West View Nursing Home devotion
with Jim Simmons and Chili Sale/11
a.m.; Video Time/2 p.m.
Presbytery Retreat/6 p.m./Lake Barkley State Park Lodge.
Prim•Timers of First United k4ethodist Church/9 a.m. for trip to LBL and
Dover.
First Baptist Church Acteens' Sloepover wNickie Travis.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m. to midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/oper1/11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Writhe, West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
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Frances Folsom Cleveland was the nation's
youngest First Lady
acquiring that title at 21 years when she
married President Grover
Cleveland.

Holland Drug
Bob Dunn, R.Ph • 109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462
• Ccinsultation & Review of
Prescriptions
--I • Cornputeriied Records
ea -k---1`-,:i
• We Accept Most Insurance I'lans
Health ea Beauty Items
• Visit Our Gift Shop - Gifts For
r- ---Ilt--"-All Occasions
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herry Freeman is one of three nurse practitioners at The Murray Woman's Clinic. Sherryjoined the
staff in 1992 after having been a Woman's Health
Nurse Practitioner for the Tennessee Department of
Public Health for 16 years.
Sherry graduated in 1972 from the University of
Tennessee Martin School of Nursing. She attended
the University of Mississippi Medical Units in
Jackson for The Women's Health Nurse Practitioner
Program in 1976 and received certification from The
National Certification Center as a Woman's Health
Nurse Practitioner in 1982.
Sherry resides in Paris, Tennessee with her husband Danny and daughter Katherine, a sixth grade
student at Inman Middle School.
Sherry invites all to call and make an appointment
to discuss any health concerns they may have.

CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

\ VI ION
Hours: 70,0 • 00.0
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Not now — can't you see I'm headed to DK Kelley's Huge Clearance
Sale!
Some items are 50% to 70% off! This promises to be the best
sale ever
and I want to be the first one there!

Worn'
ProndIng personalized medical tare to women for over 45 years

-ket•K•Cti
305 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-7441

Saturday Hours•New Patients Wekome•Diagnosis& TreatmentofOsteoporosis•High
& Low Risk Obstetrics•Menopause Treatment & Therapy•Incontinence Treatment•
Infertility Treatment• Gynecologic Surgery • Advanced Laparescopic Surgery
502-71.1-9100•
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Super Bowl XXXII

'Rags to riches' popular theme
Davis, Favre among
players who entered
league as low picks
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Not everyone can be as lucky
as John Elway when it comes to finding a job in the
NFL.
Elway, of course, headed the celebrated quarterback
class of 1983, going as the top pick in the draft that
year. By comparison, two other star players in Sunday's
Super Bowl didn't have as lofty a draft status. Terrell
Davis was surprised to even be drafted, and Brett Favre
was taken behind two quarterback busts, Dan McGwire
and Todd Marinovich.
And there are a whole lot more players who've taken
the rags-to-riches route to Sunday's title game between
the Green Bay Packers and Denver Broncos.
Davis, Denver's. stellar running back, still can't believe that his roundabout career has taken him to the
Super Bowl. In his hometown, no less.
"I'm probably one of the few players who knows
what it feels like to not be a star player, a person who
has been stepped on his entire life," Davis said Wednesday. "I really never had that superstar status in high
school or college. That's helped me get mentally prepared for what I'm taking on now."
A sixth-round draft pick in 1995, Davis is a star now.
In just three NFL seasons, he's rushed for 4,377 yards.
That's a pretty good accomplishment for a guy who was
a nose guard as a high school junior, a fullback as a
senior and whose college, Long Beach State, dropped
football. He finished up at Georgia.
Favre didn't bounce around that much, but didn't
have it easy, either. He got a scholarship offer from

File photo

Denver's Terrell Davis (right), a sixth-round draft pick in 1995, is one of many players in Sunday's Super Bowl
who dip
not enter the league as a bona fide superstar.

Broncos'
Sharpe to
play game
for brother
By JOHN PAOSSUAN
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Shannon Sharpe is playing Sunday's
Super Bowl both for himself
and his older brother Sterling
— his idol, best friend and
confidant.
The fact that Shannon
Sharpe's Denver Broncos are
- playing the Green Bay Packers,
the team that Sterling departed
on bitter terms in 1995, heightens the drama.
"I realize that Sterling can't
play the game anymore, and he
basically plays the game
through me," Shannon said.
Sterling Sharpe's career with
the Packers ended prematurely
near the end of his seventh season in 1994 because of a neck
injury that briefly paralyzed
him and required the fusion of
vertebrae. He wanted to go on
injured reserve the next year at
a much higher salary than the
Packers were willing to pay,
and they released him "with reluctance" on Feb. 4.
Sharpe, selected to five
straight Pro Bowls, retired as
the Packers' career leader in receptions (595) and also set a
club record for receptions in a
• See Page 9

II See Page 9

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BASKETBALL

No. 7 UK survives scare from 'Bama
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

• Racers at Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn — 7
• Lady Lakers at Lone Oak
Lone Oak — 7
FRIDAY
• Lakers vs Reidland
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 7
• Lady Tigers vs. Carlisle
MHS gym — 7
SATURDAY
• MSU at Tenn St (DH)
Nashville, Tenn — 5 45/7 45
MONDAY
111 Lady Racers at Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn — 7
• Murray at Marshall (DH)
Draffenville — 6
III Calloway at Mayfield (D14)
Mayfield — 6

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Seventh-ranked Kentucky got
more than it expected from struggling Alabama.
It took strong inside play from
Scott Padgett and Nazr
Mohammed to overcome Alabama's torrid outside shooting for
the Wildcats pull out a 70-67 victory Wednesday night.
Alabama (9-10, 1-5 Southeastern Conference-) was coming off
a 94-40 loss to Auburn on Sunday, the worst in school history.
"We've been close a lot and
not won a lot this year," said
Alabama coach David Hobbs,
whose team has lost four straight
games. "No one is going to pat
you on the back for playing hard.
You're supposed to play hard.

But I am pleased with our mental
preparation."
The Crimson Tide didn't look
anything like a downtrodden
team that had been embarrassed
just three days earlier. They were
ready for the Wildcats.
"It probably took them by surprise," Alabama guard Chauncey
Jones said. "It didn't matter that
it was Kentucky. We were going
to come out and play hard and
compete."
Damon Bacote had 25 points
on 7-of-9 shooting from 3-point
range for the Crimson Tide, who
were I4-of-26 from beyond the

arc. They scored 27 points off
Kentucky's 18 turnovers in
nearly pulling off the upset.
"We knew Alabama would
come out strong after losing by
54 points to Auburn," Kentucky
forward Heshimu Evans said.
"We made a lot of mistakes but
we dug ourselves out."
While Alabama was bombing
from the outside, Padgett and
Mohammed dominated the inside
for Kentucky.
Padgett scored 24 points and
grabbed eight rebounds and
Mohammed had 22 points and 10
rebounds as the Wildcats held a

Lady Racers
take to road
for next two
OVC contests
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Approaching the midway point
of its Ohio Valley Conference
Schedule, the Murray State women's basketball team hopes to
continue its improvement as the
conference tournament draws
near.
Murray State (2-14 overall, 1-7
OVC) travels to Tennessee State
(11-5, 5-3) Saturday for a 5:45
p.m. tipoff. Locked in a threeway tic with Austin Peay and
Morehead for the eighth and final
spot in the OVC Tournament, the
Lady Racers know that each remaining game will help shape
their postseason future.
"It'll probably take five (conference) wins," said MSU head
coach Eddie Fields. "We've got
one now, so if we get four more,
we ought to get in."
MSU has yet to play Austin

43-26 edge on the boards.
"Scott and Nazr are probably
playing as well as anyone on our
team right now," Kentucky
coach Tubby Smith said. "Nazr
had a great effort tonight. We
needed every one of his points.
Scott had a good game from an
offensive standpoint."
Padgeu's two free throws with
12 seconds left gave Kentucky
(17-2, 6-0) its final margin as Bacote's game-tying 3-pointer from
the right wing fell short of the
basket as time ran out.
Bacote was sensational in hitting his first six shots, five from
3-point range, in giving Alabama
a 24-13 lead with 13:17 remaining in the first half.
Kentucky rallied to tie the
game at 37 on Mohammed's
dunk with 18:42 left, but Ala-

bama countered with 10 straight
points as Bacote and Jones each
hit a 3 and a layup during the
next three minutes.
Kentucky charged back to pull
even at 54 on Mohammed's
5-foot bank shot, and went up
60-56 on Jeff Sheppard's 12-foot
baseline shot off a turnover with
6:57 to go.
Kentucky appeared ready to
pull away after Padgett's threepoint play increased the lead to
63-58 with 3:50 left. Alabama
wasn't finished as Brian Williams
and Jones each hit 3s as the
Crimson Tide took a 64-63 lead
at 2:15.
Padgett again came through for
the Wildcats, hitting a short jumper in the lane following an Alabama turnover for a 68-64 lead
with 31 seconds left.

Stoudamire plays
big despite rumors;
Nuggets fall again
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer

File photo

Toronto's Damon Stoudamire (left) matched his career high with 36 points Wednesday despite rumors that
he would be traded to Houston.

The swirling rumors involving
a proposed trade that would have
sent Damon Stoudamire to Houston distracted the Rockets but inspired Stoudamire on Wednesday
night.
Nothing, however, could distract the Denver Nuggets from
the reality of their 22nd straight
loss, one fewer than the NBA's
single-season record set by the
expansion Vancouver Grizzlies in
1995-96.
"It's all in our minds," Danny
Fortson said after Denver's 87-67
loss to Detroit. "We can't worry
about it. We just have to come up
with a win some way."
Denver's next game is Friday
at Phoenix. A loss to the Suns
and the Nuggets would have to
beat the Los Angeles Clippers on
Saturday to avoid tying the
Cleveland Cavaliers for the most
consecutive losses overall. The
Cavs lost 24 straight over two

seasons in 1982.
"I'd be dead by now if I lost
22 in a row," Detroit coach Doug
Collins said. "Losing beats you
down."
Earlier Wednesday, the rumor
mill was swirling with reports of
possible Stoudamire deals after
ESPN said a trade between the
Raptors and Rockets was
imminent.
That deal — Stoudamire, Walt
Williams and Zan Tabak for Kevin Willis, Mario Elie, a firstround draft pick and a third
player — was not finalized because other teams began calling
Toronto with improved offers.
Raptors general manager Glen
Grunwald says he expects to
make a move within a week.
But Stoudamire wasn't affected. He matched his career
high with 36 points and hit the
winning basket with 3.8 seconds
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Warrant placed on
coach after incident

Sports
BRIEFS

MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
The parents of a boy allegedly
bitten on the nose by his basketball coach obtained an assault
warrant against him and wanted
his teaching certificate revoked.
Judy and Don Collett filed
their complaint against Clay
County High School coach
Bobby Keith, who allegedly bit
their 16-year-old son, Don Roy
Collett, after head butting him
and another player during a game
Tuesday.
Keith has led Clay County to
the state tournament 18 times, including one championship in
1987. Clay County teams have
finished second twice.
Principal Eddie Smith said
Wednesday that the school was
investigating the incident during
a game Tuesday at Whitley
County, which Clay County won

MMS 8th grade boys beat Benton 40-35
BENTON — Murray Middle School's 8th grade boys' basketball team defeated Benton 40-35 Tuesday. Kwen Trice led Murray (7-3) with 22 points
while Anthony Cogdell added eight.
Last week the team lost 45-40 to South Marshall Trice led the Tigers with
29 points.
Murray plays at Calloway County Monday.

CCMS 7th grade girls fall in double OT
MAYFIELD — Calloway County Middle School's 7th grade girls lost to Mayfield 35-31 in double overtime Tuesday Carley Williams led the Lady Lakers
(5-4) with 12 points while Felicia Prescott added nine.
Last Friday Calloway downed Murray 28-15. Prescott led the Lady Lakers
with eight points.
Calloway hosts Benton today.

Free throw tournament Saturday
The Knights of Columbus Free Throw Tournament will be held at 10 a.m.
Saturday in the Murray Middle School gymnasium.
All boys and girls ages 10 to 14 are invited to participate free of charge.
Registration for the contest begins at 10 a.m. Saturday at the middle
school.

Spring soccer registration set
The Murray/Calloway County Soccer Association will hold registration for
its spring leagues at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods on the following dates:
Friday, Feb. 6 from 3 to 6 p.m.; Saturday, Feb. 7 from 10 to 2 p.m. and Tuesday, Feb. 10 from 3 to 8 p.m.
No late registrations will be accepted. For more information, contact Mike
Keller at 759-2404.

season with 112.
The parting left scars — to
the point that this week Sterling, now an ESPN commentator, is throwing his support behind the Broncos, not his former team.
"That's one of the dumbest
questions I've heard this week:
Who am I going to pull for?"
he said. "I have a lot of friends
who play for the Packers, but
my brother's my brother, and he
was my brother before I had
Green Bay and he's my brother
now that I have ESPN. We're
still the best of friends, and
that's all that matters.
"I hope Denver wins Sunday. If you want me to etch it in
stone, I'll go out there and stick
my neck out and say, 'Hell, yes,
Denver's going to win on Sunday.' That's the way I feel."
Shannon, the Broncos' tight
end who himself is headed to
his sixth straight Pro Bowl, regrets that this game won't feature Sharpe vs. Sharpe.
"It would have been a better
situation if he was playing,"
Shannon said. "But he's moved

The Insurance Center
of Murray

"Bobby Keith is a legend in
basketball," the father said.
"Don Roy loved him and was
looking forward to graduating,
playing more on the varsity. It's
sad. I don't know what to say."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

on. They (Packers) made a decision that they felt was best for
the ball club. You can't fault a
team for trying to get better.
They felt that the risk of him
coming back and the chance he
could come back exceeded anything he had done for them in
seven years."
Asked if he wished he were
still playing, Sterling said,
"No. It wasn't meant for me to
be in uniform. I asked God for
one year in this league, I got seven. I stole six more years. I
got a chance to fulfill my
dream, which was to play in the
NFL."

901 Sycamore

753-8355
Pace

NBA STANDINGS
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic D4V111400
W L
Pc& OS
Warn
25 14 641 —
Nee York
23 16 SOO 2
Nee Jersey
23 17 575 TA
Washington
21 21 500 5'.4
Orlando
2022 476 6:4
Boston
17 22 436 8
Philadelphia
13 24 351 11
Central Division
Chicago
29 12 707 —
Indiana
26 12 684
1.4
Atlanta
26 14 650 2Y,
Cleveland
22 16 579 Voi
Charlotte
23 17 575 5V,
Detroit
19 20 487 9
lAhveukse
10 22 463 10
Tcwonio
7 33 175 214
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
Pc' Gla
Utah
27 12
San A1110(110
28 13 613
kinrwasod
23 16 590 4
HouNon
18 19 486 •
Vancouver
11 30 .2611 17
Dallas
7 32 179 20
Denver
2 37 051 25

Other aspects of the game are
beginning to click for the Lady
Racers. For the first time all season, three players average 10 or
more points per game: junior
Bobbi Coltharp (13.1), junior
Sarah Higgins (12.5) and senior
Shonta Hunt (10.1).
"In conference play, we have
four girls in double figures and
one real close," Fields said.
Against OVC opponents, that
fivesome is Coltharp (10.8), Higgins (12.4), Hunt (12.1), Gadson

Peay (6-10, 1-7) and beat Morehead in Murray Dec. 6 by a score
of 89-73. The Lady Racers visit
APSU Monday in a 7 p.m. game.
"We're playing good basketball," Fields said. "There is not a
team in our conference that we
can't play with."
Indeed, Murray State ranks
first in the OVC in rebounds allowed, with opponents averaging
36.9 rebounds per game, the fewest allowed by any team in the (11) and sophomore Danelle
league.
Watts (9.8).

II Sharpe...
FROM PAGE 8

Collett's parents told The
Times-Tribune of Corbin that he
did not return to school Wednesday because "nobody believes
his story. He had come from
Jackson County because he
wanted to play for coach Keith."

•Lady Racers...
FROM PAGE 8

Sponsored By

71-67.
"I don't believe there was any
biting," Smith said. "The coach
isn't that kind of person."
Keith said there is nothing to
investigate.
"I don't know about any incident," he said before refusing to
comment further.
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Division
32 9 763
31
9 775
25 13 658
23 16 590
17 24 415
10 31 244
7 31 184
Wednesday's Game*
Portland 100. Wathongion 87
TOM010 90, Sacramento 96
Nevi York 97. Indiana 89
Nmv Jersey 117. Houskin 112 OT
lAkodukiee 91. Orlando 84
Marro 92. PNIedelptia 87
',Snowed& 104. Boston 95
LA Laken 119. Phoenoe 109
Chi ingo 110. Charlotte 79
San Antonio 03, Atlanta 76
Detroit 87. NOVO. 67
Utah OB. Golden Stets 85
Tbureday's Games
Houston at Charlotte, 630 pin
Sacramento at Cleveiand. 630 pm
Num vs LA Clippers al Anahesm. CO
m.
Friday's Gamete
Alit at Indiana. 6 pm
Chaego at Now Jersey. 6.30 p.m
Ponland at PhiladeNNa, 610 p in
Boston at Atlanta, 630 p m
Orlando at kAam. 7 p.m
Dallas at San Antonio, 730 p m
Denver at Phoenix, 8 pin
Yammerer at Golden Stale. 930 p in

Swine
LA Laken'
Phowlie
Portland
Sacramento
LA Cippers
Golden State

54
a
15
22
234

930

Specializing in Dean and General Tires

MON.-FRI. 8-5, SAT. 8-12
Owner • Ronnie Melvin
401 North 4th St..•76-0000

So the younger Sharpe is
playing in the Super Bowl, but
Sterling has exhibited no envy.
In fact, said Shannon, "I'm
envious of him and what he was
able- to accomplish in seven
years. You look at almost 600
catches, almost 70 touchdowns,
8,000 yards — that speaks
volumes.
"We're each other's biggest
fans, biggest supporters, biggest
critics. In a sense, he's going to
be in the game plan with me.
When I go out there, I play this
game for him and with him."

II Rags to riches...
FROM PAGE 8
Southern Mississippi two days
before the signing date. He was
drafted by Atlanta, but didn't
play until he was traded to Green
Bay in 1992.
He just picked up his third
consecutive MVP award and is
trying to get the Packers a second
straight Super Bowl title.
"When you go through the
ranks the hard way, it makes you
appreciate it," Favre said. "I
know how hard it was to get
here, what I had to do to get here
and what our team had to go
through. ... It was never easy and
it still is not easy. It makes you
appreciate every little thing you
get and achieve."
Favre said he'd be happy with
his career even if he hadn't won a
Super Bowb
"I'd have to be," he said. "In
high school I wanted to win a
state championship and didn't
even come close. But I'm OK
with it. In college I wanted to be
the national champion, but I
played at Southern Miss. We
went to the Independence Bowl.

But I'm OK with it. I can only do
so much."
Favre has one more Super
Bowl win that the entire QB
Class of '83 combined — Elway,
Dan Marino, Jim Kelly and Tony
Eason.
"They've had great careers,"
Favre said. "They should never
say, 'Just because I didn't win a
Super Bowl, it was a waste,' because it was not. I'm very fortunate to have won a Super Bowl at
an early stage of my career, but
I've accomplished a lot of other
things, too, that I'm pretty content with."
Among the Broncos who've taken the less-glamorous route is
safety Tyrone Braxton. He was
the next-to-last player taken in
the 1987 draft, when there were
12 rounds. The draft now lasts
only seven rounds.
When asked about Denver's
underdog role, Braxton got in a
tongue-in-cheek dig at Elway,
who's lost three previous Super
Bowls with the Broncos.
"I've been an underdog
y
whole career," Braxton said.

CHECK THIS OUT

INCLUDES:
*NFL-NBA Jackets
•UK Apparel
•Warmups
•V-Neck Pullovers
•Fleece Separates
•All-Purpose Jackets
*Nylon Windwear
*Selected T-Shirts
Men - Women - Children

416 1111h.
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SPORTING GOODS

45,xxx mile 1 owner, very clean
3.5 24 valve V6, fully loaded
White/tan leather, all power
Infinity stereo, gold alum. whls.
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Every Friday Night

B•11•14•0•0
Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

t7 FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Von -Fn 7.5

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

CCHS lists second honor roll

Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
second quarter as follows:
9th Grade
& B's
Brent Cooper, Delisha A. Lampkins,
Tara E. Royal, Kristi M. Williams,
Daniel D. Garner, Elaine Michalek,
Racheal N. Grogan, Melissa J. Richardson, Jayme L. Gordon, Ryan D.
Humphrey, Vanessa G. Lewis, Kandis
K. Garland, Jimmy D. Stubblefield,
Luke A. Howe, Audra D. Todd,
Wesley C. Wisehart, Derek R. Shaffer, Rebecca J. Suitor, Jameson
Wade, T-Ara A. Bogard, Joseph K.
McDanl*il, Tony R. Ryan, Joshua J.
Smith, Amanda E. Williams, Jake J.
Abbott, Jessica R. Bybee, Natalie
Cooper, Ben D. Cossey, Brady T.
Harris, Brad B. Hendricks,
Craig Jacobs, Annie T. Lynn,
Bethany N. Martin, Jamie R. Miller,
Chase S. Redden, Jeremy L. Bolls,
Wesley J. Coursey, Kimberly A. Gay,
Patrick J. Greer, Derek A. McCallum,
Chadwick I. McLaren, Seth Bryant,
Nilofar Djassemi, Karl G. Downs, John
W. Fitzsimmons, James L. Priarni,
Marion F. Rogers, Brandon M. Williams and Misty C. Bogard.

All As
Lisa M. Arnold, Chelsea N. Bullard,
Amber S. Cain, Amanda F. Carter,
Ashley E. Cook, Aaron M. Cowan,
Christopher P. Felts, Justin R. Holland,
Sarah T. Johnson, Kassa M. Kelso,
Elizabeth J. Kilby, Matthew C. Leet,
Jessica D. Lemons, Chessy L. Mercado,
Raegan L. Morton, Ashley R. Noffsinger, Bethany M. Pate, J.R. Potts,
April S. Ramsey, Ryan K. Rogers,
Tiffany J. Shemwell, Casey L. Smith,
Kacey L. Stark, Whitni L. Steele, Chelsea J. Stephenson, Jena G. Thomas,
Eury D. Tynes and Austin K. Webb.
10th Grade
A's & B's
Deborah E. Coday, Megan Penniston, Gregory B. Conner, Adam H.
Nance, Renee M. Bergquist, Josh M.
Burchett, Misty D. Coles, Justin W.
Rogers, Tasha R. Thompson, Steven
L. Thorn,Jeremy H. Weber, Michael D.
Williams, Tarynn M. Rotterman, Danielle R. Barrett, Mindy S. Brandon,
Jamie L. Dowdy, Vicki Jo A. Marceau, Ruth C. Baum, Clint M. Myatt,
Kenny P. Roach, Jeffrey L. Slinker,
Kyle B. Tracy, Austin Williams, Keith A.
Wright, Ashley A. Adams,

Darren E. Price, Samantha A. Woodall, Kelli J. Griffin, Stacey L. Keel,
Tiffany A. Lassiter, Maggie L. Melson,
Luke E. Puckett, Christy D. Watkins,
Tabitha Y. Armstrong, Bobbi M. Dol.
chan, Erin R. Gordon and Scott D.
Holbrook.
All A's
Billy Bell, Charity D. Burton, Emily G.
Cleaver, Alicia B. Eaves, Matt A. Keel,
Brooke A. Lencki, Jenny D. Lewis,
Tammy R. Linn, Ashley B. Lowe,
Daniel I. Matheny,
Torn Moore, Jeff Owen, Jennifer L.
Pigg, Courtney M. Potter, Alecia G.
Robertson, Miriam Rogers, Was S.
Spencer, Glenn T. Timmons, Amy E.
Travis, Shawna Wray and Matthew J.
Yezerski.
11th Grade
A's & B's
Melanie J. Black, Terry L. Calhoon,
Kalan Knott, Jennifer A. Todd, Christopher B. Jones, Jamie M. Schooley,
Marsha G. Adams, Jason R. McCuiston, Emily Robertson, Dawn M. Sheldon, Bryan P. Williams, Eric R.Payton,
Jacqueline Williams, Laramie D. Carson, Matt L. Mohler,
Amy S. West, Lacey D. McCuan,
Ashley E. Rose, Amanda J. Rudolph,

ton * Paducah * Flemin8 Furniture * Benton

SUPER WEEKEND
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Entire

Leather

Year Off
WIN THIS EVERYTHING'S u
LANE
LEATHER
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SALE!

Register Free

NO INTEREST 'TIL 1999

Fleming Location

Drawing to 8.Held
Sunday, 1/25/9I at 5:00 PM

NO PAYMENTS 'TIL 1999

CL‘LL lh-oinctivilles 25% to 40% OFF
AVE 25 0 4 % TOD '''T
' A L 3 FL MING URNITURE LOCATION !
Check.Out These Incr.**,Examples Of The Savings You Will Find:
Leather Sofa

Entertainment Center Wing Chair
Ashley - Oak

Computer Desk &
Hutch

La-Z-Boy (Benton only)

$597 Retail $599 Now $299 Retail $649 Now $399 Retail $449 Now $277

Retail $960 Now

Reclining Sectional

Leather Recliner

Cherry Poster Bed

Leather/Vinyl Sofa

Lane - 3 Piece Group

Thomasville - high -Leg

Queen - H'/wooden rails

Millenium

Retail $1950 Now$1197 Retail $2208 Now

$999 Retail $749 Now $344 Retail $1077 Now $699

Dropleaf Table, 2 Chairs Traditional Sofa

Simmons Bedding

Floral Sofa

,S'ioneville

Queen set - Forest Glen

Rowe - 3 cushion

Rowe - Floral Cover

$149

Retail $350 Now

Retail$1379 Now

$697 Retail $1199 Now $399 Retail $1199 Now $599

Sleeper Sofa

Swivel Recliner

Sofa &Love Seat

Queen Size

Lane - 4 color choices

Hickory Hill - Plaid Both Pieces Ilerculon Cover

Retail $1199 Now

$597 _Retail$699 Now $298

Retail $1349 Now

Green Plaid Sofa

$699 Retail$799 Now $449

With Qualified Purchase & OAC.

ALL 3 LOCATIONS OPEN THIS SUNDAY 1 TO
-Excludes Velem Prked items, Cloewouts, Special Salo Items, S Room Solution. Doss Not Apply To Previous Purcheme•
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
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(00111
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.1Iht

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60• A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open pasty 10 to 7 • Sunday 1 to 5 • Friday 10 to 8
8ROYM/11 CAUERY
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We Can
Help You
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Furniture'
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305 North Main Street Benton, KY
A 1"1.1(
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Daily 9 to 5
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224
Friday 9 to 6
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12th Grade
A's & B's
Kimberly Billington, Dennis A. Brittain, Amanda M. Criner, Lisa M. Crowder, Richard N. Edwards, Joshua C.
Miles, Beth A. Perry, Adam D. Pitman,
Mitch T. Ryan, Daniel W.Arnett, Kristin
A. Barnett, Ashley L. Elkins, Shara
Gautreau, Miranda F. Rogers, Elizabeth Arant,
Jamie K. Coates, Matthew P. Crawford, Krista K. Doron, Devry L. Hughes,
Jennifer Anderson, David J. Perlow,
Emily K.Thomas,Paul D. Bell, Jessica
J. Birdsong, E. Shae Bryant, Ryan
Domescik, Brian Duvall, Candice L.
Fain, Ryan C. Fox, Christopher Hendricks,
Heather L. Hill, Amanda K. Murphy,
Jeremy Price, Christy I. Tabers, Jacob
M. Toney, Janette L. Underhill, Brandi
R. West, Benjamin J. Binford, Derick S.
Forsyth, Shaun Fuqua, William T. Gregory, Rosalie A. Miller, Kimberly A.
Goad,Julie M. McClellan, Grant A. Orr,
Whitney R. Price, Shannon R. Thurmond, Heather L. Tracy, Brad D.
Galloway, Shane Burkeen, Marcie J.
Williams, Jonathan Saalwaechter,
Jack Sistrunk, Jesse Spencer, Maranda Allbritten, Allison L. Haugh,
Cherie D. Moore, Emily T. Reardon,
Erin A. Unsel-Thorn and Amanda M.
Knight.
All A's
Reese Adams, Elizabeth D. Barrett,
Robert Braden, Jennifer K. Burkeen,
Angela S. Burket, Lindsay Chamberlain, Whitney Coleman, Art B. Cripps,
Cory L. Cummings, Jason T. Eaves,
Kenny B. Ernstberger, Katherine D.
Estes, Jacob W. Falwell, Ty A. Fiebig,
Shea Forrester,
Benjamin A. Geurin, Jayme C. Gibson, David M. Gordon, Seth M. Grogan, Audrey L. Hamilton, Rebecca A.
Hargrove, Melanie A. Heltsley, Allan T.
Henson, Sara N. Houston, Jennifer D.
Hughes, Kimberly N. Kimbel, Tera D.
Lewis,
Kristy M. Unn, Jeffrey W. Nix, Emily
L. Pyle, Jamie D. Sanders, Stacy M.
Schroader, Brandon S. Sharp, Tim
Stark, Shea K. Stonecipher, Kelley S.
Travis, Keara R. Wallace, Daisy J.
Watkins and John-Eric Yezerski.

NO MONEY DOWN

At Any

Cielita Stubblefield, Bradley C. Walker,
Tiffany A. Young, Nicole Behr, Russ L.
Cleaver, Ton D. Dunn, Deanna L.
Futrell, Michelle L. Phillips, Rebecca A.
Sistrunk, Shane K. Smith, Marshall R.
Tucker,
Melody Wojciechowski, Michael A.
Burkeen, Ashley L. Henderson, Wesley J. James, Shawna M. Rushing,
Sara J. Davenport, Lesley B. Houston,
Michelle R. McClure, Heather D.
Saxon, Johnna L. Stockdale, Bethany
VanderMolen, Jonathan G. Turner,
Tiffany J. Cavitt, Courtney R. Hamby,
Aimee R. Henson, Julia E. Owens,
Heather L. Wright and Shanna B.
Smith.
All A's
Sheila R. Brame, Rebecca Carson,
Spencer D. Chambers, John L. Clayton, Kennette Cleaver, Lee Ann Crider,
W. Derrik Edwards, Sabrina L. Emerson, Kristen E. Farmer, Adam C.
Godar, Kathryn M. Godar, Kaci L.
Greer, Nikki Gremore, Tara N. Harrison,
Hilde L. Heiss, Jonathan D. King,
Jennifer A. Lamb, DeAnna A. Lampkins, Jennifer L. Liddle, Ashley McKendree, Bryan T. Meurer, Rachel M.
Murrell, Lori G.Outland,Payton Patterson, Amanda R. Peal, Anna C. Tate,
Ann T. Taylor, James C. Todd and
Tiffany B. White.

Paducah
442-4246

Young receives
WKCO award
Three Western Kentucky Conservation Officers were recognized
by their peers for outstanding service for 1997.
Calloway County Officer John
Young was voted the Officer of the
Year for his overall performance as
a conservation officer, McCracken
County officer Gary Clark was
presented the Shakir Safari Award
for his performance in the area of
law enforcement, and Marshall
County Sgt. Willard Browning was
voted United Bowhunter Officer of
the Year for his work in deer and
turkey enforcement.
All three officers will go forward
for state competition.

F YOU'D
E- Fl LED
YOUR TAXES
YOUR REFUND WOULD
E HOME By Now.

Use IRS e-file—and get your
tax refund in half the time
it usually takes Even faster
with Direct Deposit
IRS e-file is simple and
secure There's quick proof
your return is accepted
And it's so accurate, there's
less chance you'll get a

letter from the IRS
To find out more, see
your tax professional or
look in your tax booklet
CLICK. ZIP.
FAST ROUND TRIP.

Re .1- file
WwW irs ustreas gov
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Scholarship applications due soon
The deadline for Murray State
University entering freshmen,
undergraduate students, transfer
and graduate students who plan to
submit scholarship applications is
rapidly approaching. All applications and credentials must be postmarked by Feb. 201 turned in at the
scholarship office by that date.
Carmen Garland, director of the
university
scholarship
office,
stressed that it is very important for
students to thoroughly read the
scholarship application. Students
only have to complete one application to be considered for both
Alumni and Foundation scholarships. However, they must be careful to indicate each scholarship for
which they are applying.
"Only the people who have applied for the awards by name are
eligible," Garland said.
Another item of special note is
that upperclassmen remember to
include letters of recommendation
and a transcript. All non-traditional
students are required to provide a
personal letter explaining circumstances. Only applications with this
letter will be considered for adult

student scholarships. Applicants
should also be aware that they need
to reapply for those scholarships
that are renewable.
Garland offered a bit of advice to
students applying for art or music
scholarships.
"Art students need to be preparing a portfolio and music students
should be thinking about an audition," she said. "In those two instances, the student should contact
the department of art or music to
receive more information in addition to filing the academic scholarship application.
"Scholarship applicants should
also be thinking seriously about
composing an essay (a 250 word
requirement) to accompany the application," Garland said.
She suggests carefully listing all
clubs, activities, etc., in which the
student is involved to include in
what she calls a bragging sheet.
"You can never be too modest
when it comes to applying for
scholarships," said Garland. "Certainly this is the one time that you
should take every advantage to brag
on yourself."

Card targets those feeling
loss caused by suicide
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Hallmark Cards Inc. is making a
sympathy card for those who lose
someone to suicide, expanding
the company's collection of
death- and illness-related cards.
The card, the first in a possible
line, is to be released in April.
Hallmark's Lifesong collection, which includes the card,
celebrates all experiences, beautiful and painful, company spokeswoman Rachel Bolton said
Wednesday.
"There was a resounding response for this kind of card, cards
that deal with death and ,dying
and spirituality," she said.
Hallmark tested the idea for a
suicide condolences card in at
least six cities and received an
overwhelmingly positive response, she said. One woman
said none of the cards she received after her husband's suicide
showed that people knew or
understood the loss.

"What these cards do is they
open the door to communication," Bolton said. "The challenge is to educate people about
what it means to lose someone
like this."
The card is set on a light blue
background with a cloudy skyline
across the front. At the bottom, a
lone sailboat sits on calm water.
The message inside describes
someone fleeing from life and the
impossibility of knowing that
person's suffering. It also seeks
to reassure the reader that "our
compassionate Creator" understands and "already has welcomed" the loved one home.
The cards will be identified in
stores by a "suicide" tab. Bolton
said the card will be available in
about 7,000 Hallmark stores and
Hallmark-brand marketers.
Hallmark is the greeting card
industry's domestic leader with
44 percent of the market share.

Jury awards man fired
after suffering stroke
CINCINNATI (AP) — A man
who was fired from AK Steel
Corp. after suffering a stroke has
been awarded $6.5 million by a
jury.
The U.S. District Court jury rendered the verdict Tuesday for
Donald L. Mitchell in his lawsuit
against AK Steel. Mitchell, 49, of
Middletown, said he had worked
for the company 22 years in Middletown before he was fired
while he was on vacation in December 1993.
AK Steel denied the allegations in the employment discrimination lawsuit. AK Steel spokesman Alan McCoy and Brian GilIan, a Cincinnati lawyer for the
company, did not return telephone calls for a response to the
verdict.
The company has 30 days to
appeal. The verdict included pu-

nitive damages and reimbursement for Mitchell's emotional
distress and salary he lost because of the firing.
Mitchell, now unemployed,
said he suffered a stroke at age
45 in May 1993 while riding a
roller coaster at the Kings Island
amusement park. He said he suffered loss of peripheral vision
and some memory loss, but returned to work full-time in
November 1993 at the company's
urging.
He was fired a month later
while AK Steel was reducing its
work force, said his lawyer, Randolph Freking. The firing violated the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act and Ohio civil
rights law, Freking argued.
Mitchell, who was a salaried
employee when he was fired,
would still like a clerical job at
the company, Freking said.

Garland says that many scholarship opportunities are available to
students because of the generosity
of alumni and donors to Murray
State.
"The number of scholarships offered each year varies according to
donations, interest rates, etc. However, last year Murray State made
over 1,500 awards totaling more
than $1 million in scholarship
money."
Scholarship applications are

available in the University Scholarship Office located in Ordway Hall
on the MSU campus. They should
be returned to: Office of University
Scholarships, Ordway Hall, Murray
State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009.
For more information concerning
scholarship awards at Murray State
University, call (502) 762-3225.
Those outside Calloway County
may dial toll free at 1-g00-2724678, extension 4.

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
& FARM SUPPLIES
•Bearings
•Belts
'Sheaves
•Sprockets
•Logging Supplies

'Chain
•Wire Rope
(Roller & Log)
'Safety Supplies
'Nuts & Bolts
'Oil Seals
*Tools
'Air Hose
•Hydraulic Hoses •Hydraulic Fluid
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
1204 Johnson Blvd.
502-759-0

(Behind Walter's Pharmacy)

Murray, Ky.

OUR SPECIALTY?
City Homes to Country Farms

MSU,orchestra plan
weekend piano contest
The department of music at Murray State University and the Paducah Symphony Orchestra will cosponsor the Pre-College Piano Concerto Competition Jan. 24.
The competition will take place
in the Performing Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Building on MSU's
campus.
The event will include seven high
school piano students performing
movements of piano concertos by
Rachmaninoff, Mozart, Bartok,
Chopin and Von Weber.
Performances will begin at 1
p.m., and the event is free and open
to the public.
The first place winner will be
announced following the performances and will receive a $500 cash
prize from the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra,as well as an opportunity
to perform with that orchestra
March 7.
The winner will also receive a
music scholarship to Murray State
University (if eligible) and a first
place award plaque. The second

061
Fax 759-0063

(and everything in between)

—Get A Quote—

place winner will receive a $150
cash prize from WKMS-FM 91.3.
Dr. Richard Scott, associate professor in the MSU department of
music, is coordinating the event.

Kentucky
Farm Bureau
Stuart
Alexander

753-4703

Bob
Cornelia**

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sala hams Cash 8 Carry
Good Thru 1/28/98

YERS umber Co.

500 South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450

GREAT COOK I ES
FORA
GREAT CAUSE
Buy
Girl Scout
Cookies
January 16 - February 1

GIRL SCOUTS.

All
In-Stock

25°'

DESIGN
HOUSE

OFF

Fixtures

SUBSCRIBE

B0IN L

WEEKEND
S
IJ'
FridIn"

ay-Saturday-Sunday
January 23-25

FOR
KEEP THAT RESOLUTIOA

-

JOIN THE YMCA!

Buy Any Size Pizza At Regular Price,
Get The 2nd Pizza FREE!!!
•

• FRU AER0Bics
• FRU ORIENTATIONS

. FREE WATER EXERCISE

• FREE FITNESS ASSESMENTS
II Y01 . N1.11) 111111 Ill IP 1001'1 GOINO
& MAY W111111. TRY JUMP START TO
FITNESS FOR $49 OR PERSONAL TRA/NM,
FOR $15 Hot'R
CALI,753-4295 OR 759-YMCA
NT

RI(.‘Y F.\ N111.1.
YMCA
\Ne build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.'"

'Special good day
and night
'Not valid
with any
other
special

'No coupon needed
11.00 extra for
"2 For 1" delivery

753-6656
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Monaco has the shortest coastline of any sovereign country with a
coastline.

Drive in for
auto discounts.
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
1

Jason

Advance tickets on
sale for rodeo event
'
Advance tickets are now on sale
for the World Championship Rodeo
coming to Murray State University's
West Kentucky Exposition Center
this weekend. Circle TB Rodeo
Promotions hosts their third annual
rodeo event at the Expo Center,Jan.
23 and 24, with performances at
7:30 p.m. each night.
Adult admission is $8. There is
no charge for children age 10 and
under for Friday night's performance; ages five and under will be
admitted free on Saturday night.
Murray State students who present a
valid MSU I.D. are entitled to a $2

B1111ngton

For auto discounts—
Being in good hands Is the only place to be.su
019% Allows hourenca Compiney. Northbrook Illione
Subfect
local oallability rod qualification. Other row ocaelitiont mad anions goy apply

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Three employees have been
moved to new offices at Western
Kentucky University, and three
students will be moved to new
housing because of high levels of
radon gas.
The university announced
Wednesday that it had completed
a preliminary radon survey of
nearly 1,800 rooms and found
three problem areas.
Radon is a naturally occurring,
colorless, odorless radioactive

Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.24% 4.85% 4.95% 5.00%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.28% 4.91% 5.01% 5.06%

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A F.

discount off the regular adult admission.
The rodeo is sponsored in part by
Murray-Calloway County Disaster
and Emergency Services. J-N Rodeo Co. of Paris, Ark., is providing
stock.
Advance tickets can be purchased at the Expo Center, located
on College Farm Road in Murray,
approximately one mile west of the
Murray State University campus.
Gates will open at 6 p.m. prior to
each performance and fans are
urged to arrive early for the best
seats. For more information, call
(502) 762-3125.

Employees, students moved
because of radon gas concerns

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky
502-753-4751

Robert BIIIIngton, Jr.

-

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Sono Bane

dVO th ttoit Tito toiti

gas that has been linked to lung
cancer. Although the Environmental Protection Agency has
issued recommendations, it does
not have regulatory authority
concerning radon, and Western's
testing program is voluntary.
The university said in a statement that isolated areas in three
buildings — the Kentucky Building, Central Hall and Zacharias
Hall — showed readings greatly
above what is recommended for
residential structures. The areas
all tested at levels above which
the EPA recommends some action be taken within a few
months.
In the Kentucky Building,
where three offices and a storage
room were affected, three employees have been relocated. In
Central Hall, the high reading
was in an apartment that is vacant. In Zacharias Hall, three students living in two rooms will be
moved.
The testing also indicated that
there are potential trouble areas
in other parts of the campus.
Charlotte Reeder, WKU environmental health and safety coordinator, said in those areas the university will conduct long-term
testing over six to nine months to
determine the average radon risk.
A radon expert from Auburn
University, Jack Hughes, was on
the Western campus this week to
make recommendations for reducing radon levels. He said mitigation can range from sealing
cracks in floors and foundations
to changing ventilation and filtration systems.
Radon seeps from the ground
and enters buildings through
cracks and other openings in
foundations and areas that come
into contact with the ground.
South-central Kentucky's karst,
or cave, topography allows the
gas easier travel to the surface.
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An
eastern Kentucky truck driver
who injured himself trying to
avoid flyrock from a mine blast
received the first instalment
Tuesday on a nearly $2 million
settlement.
Under a structured settlement,
Timothy Blair, 34, of Virgie in
Pike County will receive an undisclosed amount every month
for the rest of his life, attorney
Bobby Rowe said.
Rowe said Blair was parked at
the Miller Brothers Coal Inc.
strip job at Indian Creek on Nov.
21, 1995, when a charge was set
off by Farmers Supply & Explosives Inc., a contractor on the
site. Rowe said Blair dived into

MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
An eastern Kentucky man was
convicted Wednesday of firstdegree assault in the November
1995 shooting of a state game
warden.
A Clay Circuit Court jury deliberated about eight hours over
two days before returning the
verdict against Denzil "Peck"
Price, 63, of Manchester. The
jury recommended a 10-year sentence, and Judge Cletus Maricle
scheduled sentencing for Feb. 3.
State Conservation Officer
Russell Wolfe pursued Price and
another man on suspicion of
drunken driving after he was run
off the road. While Wolfe was arresting the driver, he said Price
emerged from his home with a
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Formal Wear and Limousine
304 Main St. .45
5
Map
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
Book Limousine
(502) 759-4713
Services For
Toll Free
Valentine's Day and
Prom!
1-888-367-6757

Installed
No Dish To buy

ACT NOW!
receiN e l FREI: Primainder remote and $32.99 SAVINGS
off our first month of programming!

Professional Satellite
Gene Johnson
502-753-3107
• Assumes

11

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Mazzio's Pizza One Hot Franchise
Opportunity In Murray.
Mazzio's is now offering a franchise location in Murray.
Already proven through sales and independent consumer
research, Mazzio's Pizza has one of the highest sales averages
and is ranked highest in customer satisfaction scores of any
pizza concept. The contemporary concept features its award
winning pizza. pasta, sandwiches, calzone rings and salad bar
in a casual dining atmosphere.
Tulsa, Oklahoma, based Mazzio's Pizza offers a full slate of
franchise support that includes site selection approval, extensive
owner/management training, marketing support and our national
.
distribution system.
If you're an experienced food service operator or
individual desiring to become an owner/operator, with a
minimum liquid net worth of $150,000, this could be your
rare opportunity to get the hottest slice of the franchise pie in
Kentucky. While Mazzio's growth potential abounds, only one
franchise opportunity is available in Murray.
Contact us toll free at 1-800-827-1910 for information
on this exciting franchise opportunity.

PRIMES-5
®
17-7 4'
Limited time offer

S R P insrallarinn pnce of S149 and use of 550 rebate coupon Pnces may vary by region and distributor and eu,. likle premium
sersices Offer food
At participation RRIMESTAR© dealers authorized mailers and distributors Available only to new residential .11ifOrneTC
Al10%S to 10 weeks from installation
to receive the rebore check PRIMESTAROD is a resssrered service
mark add Pnmefinder lc a trademark of PRIMFST AR PA!Hie, I P

CORPORATION
reohreet she avaihnle for KAMM %man.Texas. Mob & Tennessee
MI VT S.Iffl rm.
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the passenger side of the truck
for fear that a rock would crash
through the windshield.
"One glanced off the windshield," he said.
Blair suffered two herniated
disks in his lower back, torn tendons and ligaments in his left elbow and a hernia in his groin,
Rowe said. He said Blair has
been unable to work since.
The case had been set for trial
Jan. 12 in Pike Circuit Court.
The explosives company's insurer has agreed to pay $900,000
of the settlement's present value,
while the coal company's carrier
will pay $50,000, Rowe said. The
money will be invested to pay the
full amount of the settlement.
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Eastern Kentucky man
convicted on assault charge

•Weddings •Proma •Banqueta •ffirthdaya •Anniversaries

Enjoy great family programming
in the warmth of your home
with PRIMESTAR's January
Installation Celebration. You'll
get PRIMESTAR installed for
S99* with no dish to buy.

1
on

Truck driver gets first
payment from incident

— Over 25 Years In Business —

Let PRIMEITAR Help Vou
Thru The Winter.

dri

The Murray Family YMCA WSW Aerobics is a fun and exciting way to
exercise.The classes run Monday through Thursday from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m.
and from 9:3010 10:30sm These aquatic classes are a great way to meet new
people, increase your metabolism, improve range of body motion and
rehabilitatefrom minor aches and pains. There are classes that meet Tuesday
and Thursday evenings from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. We use the Carr Health
Building swimming pool on Murray State campus. For more Information,
contact Blame Hansen at 753-4295.
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.410-gauge shotgun and pointed it
in Wolfe's face.
Wolfe said he grabbed the barrel and jerked it down. He was
shot in the right thigh.
Price claimed the shooting was
an accident caused by Wolfe. But
Commonwealth's Attorney Gary
Gregory said Price told police
that "had (Wolfe) not grabbed
hold of the gun, he was going to
blow his brains out."
Gregory said the case was delayed by psychiatric evaluations
and other procedural matters. He
attributed the jury's long deliberations to a belief in eastern Kentucky that game wardens should
stick to enforcing game laws.
'I, for one, believe the jury has
rendered a victory for law enforcement," he said. "All DUI people need to be off the road,
regardless."
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Woman killed
in accident
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WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP)
— A Georgia woman was killed
when the car she was driving hit
a bridge support on Interstate 75
in southern Kentucky.
Kentucky State Police said
Willa Mae Brunner, 66, of Norcross, Ga., was driving northbound on the highway when the
crash occurred Tuesday night about four miles north of
Williamsburg.
State police said Ms. Brunner
apparently lost consciousness before the crash. The car sideswiped a concrete bridge, then hit
a concrete bridge support headon, a police report said. Investigating officers found no evidence
that the brakes had been applied.
Police said Ms. Brunner apparently died of chest injuries.
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Court reverses
earlier ruling
CINCINNATI (AP) — A federal appeals court on Wednesday
reversed a lower court ruling in
the case of a former Breathitt
County, Ky., Board of Education
employee who accused the board
of discrimination.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that a district court
improperly granted the board's
motion to dismiss the case.
Brenda Buntin, a former director of pupil personnel, had accused the board of paying her
less than her male predecessor.
The board argued that Ms. Buntin's responsibilities were not the
same as men who had occupied
her position.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Dilphay Aisla
$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount Ject Run.
OR .1 Ads Must Run 1,11M11Doy Period)
$2.25 pot column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adt
304 per word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.be pier word par day for
each additional consocutivs
day. $2.00 extra for Shoppsr
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 oxtra for
blind box ads.
yard Safe $750 Prepgifl
A $2.00 lee will be required to make
any changes to ad after deadline.
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LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Joseph Green & Jerry
Green, co-executors of
the estate of Mildred
Green, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before Feb. 4, 1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

Marian W. Richardson, 407 S. 8th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, deceased; Sue(aka Carolyn Sue) Bogard, 1546
Tom
Moore Road,
Clarksville, TN 37043,
co-administratrix, appointed 1/14/98; Charles David Richardson,
412 Andrew Drive,
Clarksville, TN 37043,
co-administrator, appointed 1/14/98; Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, attorney — 98-P-00010
— all claims must be
filed by July 31, 1998.
William
Gargus,
2365 Wiswell Road
West, Murray, KY
42071, deceased; Wm.
Sherrill Gargus, 1243
Graham Road, Murray, KY 42071, executor, appointed 1/14/98;
Robert0. Miller,201S.
5th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney — 98P-00012 — all claims
must be filed by July
31, 1998.

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Linda Starks, administratrix of the estate of
Osie E. Puckett, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Elizabeth Gilliam, et.
ecutrix of the estate of
Frances L. Gilliam, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

In Memory
Happy Birthday
240
Miscellaneous 365
For Sale or Lease 470
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale 370 Commercial Property for Sale 450
270
Mobile Homes For Sale 380
Pets At Supplies 485
280
Mobile Homes For Rent 390
livestock & Supplies 490
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent 400
Yard Sale 495
290
Heating And Cooling 410
Public Sale 500
300
Business Rentals 420
home Loans 510
310
Want To Rent 430
Real Estate 520...
320
Apartments For Rent 435
Lake Propeny 530
330
Rooms For Rent 440
Lots For Sale 550
340
Houses For Rent 450
Farms For Sale
360
For Rent Or Lease 460
homes For Sale 570
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Ruth
Mills, executrix of the
estate of Ruby Kirk,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
C. Mark Blankenship,
administrator of the
estate
of
Donald
George Sorenson, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

.
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Debby
Ann Anderson, administratrix of the estate
of Otis Dale Anderson,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

• Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood

190
195
200
210
220

Lord
Molise

An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Craig A. Covert, administrator of the estate
of Kevin Dru Covert,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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020
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070
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110
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120
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130
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Linda
Alliston, executrix of
the estate ofW.A.Alliston Jr., deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before Feb. 4, 1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

•
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'AIME CALL 753-1916

Legal
Woke

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement
of accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by Julie
Ann Lovins, executrix
of the estate of Harry
R. Hawkins, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 4,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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025
Personals
START dating today! Have
fun playing the Kentucky
dating game. For more information
call
1-800-ROMANCE, ext.
7638.

Larue Trease Wilk- AVONI am here for all
inson Wallace, 1309 your Avon
needs. Whether
Sycamore St., Murray, you are interested in buyKY 42071, deceased; ing, selling or just want to
Sarah Crick, Rt. 2 Box look through a book to see
141, Murray, KY what Avon offers; give me a
42071, co-executrix, call (502)436-6026, ask for
appointed
12/31/97; Tonya. ind/sIs/rep.
Joseph
Wilkerson, BIBLE Message 759-5177
2131 S. West Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, co- FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.
executor,
appointed
12/31/97; Trevor H. HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Coleman, 104 N. 5th Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5.
St., Walnut Plaza, Nice consignment clothing.
Murray, KY 42071, at- $1.00 Buys mens, wotorney — 97-P-00333 mens, childrens jeans,
sweaters,
— all claims must be dresses. Offsweat shirts,
Kirksey
filed by June 30, 1998. left on 464, 5 miles. Hwy
Call
Yvonne
Catlett, 489-2243 or 753-6981.
1707 N. 4th St., MurUNITIES
ray, KY 42071, de- OPPORT
AVAILABLEceased; George E. Cat- you train for Earn while
a career in
lett, 1707 N. 4th St., welding, nursing, carpenMurray, KY 42071, ad- try, culinary arts, business,
ministrator, appointed electrical, automotive re1/14/98; Stephen C. pair and others. No tuition.
Sanders, Main at 7th, GED/high school diploma
Murray, KY 42071, at- program available. Houstorney — 98-P-00002 ing, meals, medical care
— all claims must be and paycheck provided.
Help with job placement at
filed by July 31, 1998. completion.
Ages 18-24,
Job Corps- US Dept of

Fredna W. Morris, Labor program Call today!
819 Hurt Drive, Mur- 1-800-585-4052.
ray, KY 42071, deceased; James Allen
Paul, 730 Iroquois
NURSING HOME
Ave., Louisville, ICY
INSURANCE
administrator,
apAvailable Thru Age 84.
pointed 1/14/98; Warren K. Hopkins, 405 Our most comprehenMaple St., Murray, KY sive policy pays for
42071, attorney — 98- Skilled, Intermediate
P-00005 — all claims or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
must be filed by July
guidelines for confine31, 1998.
ment, Nursing Home
Elizabeth Ryan HoeInsurance is more imford, 292 Hicks Cemetportant than ever
ery Road, Murray, KY
For free
42071,deceased; Keith
Information cell:
B. Hosford, 861 Squire
Road, Murray, KY
Jerry McConnell
42071, administrator,
Insurance
appointed 1/14/98 —
98-P-00008
—
all
753-4199
claims must be filed by
-5.ee iocai claim service'
July 31, 1998.
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$7-$20/commission Easy
methods, bonuses, local
training Independent sales
representatives earn quick
cash Duplicate executive's
50 successful money making ideas. Need fund raising
manager
1 -800-735-5286.

Help
Wanted

1st American
Cash Advance
is now hiring part
time personnel for
our Murray location.
Sales and collection
experience a plus
but will train the right
individual.
Apply in person
at Olympic Plaza
Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

AVON- $8 $113/hr No door
to door Easy methods'
Ouick Cash' 'Bonuses'
1-800-827-4640
CHILDCARE staff needed,
40hrs, Mayfield- 247 4781
for appointment

CHURCH SECRETARY8 30-12.00, Monday
Friday,. prepare weekly
newsletter, bulletin, computer skills required, preferably WordPerfect Send resume with references to
PO Box 1040 F, Murray, KY
by January 28th

Financial
'CASH"- Immediate $$ to
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims.
J.G.Wentworth
1-888-231-5375.
CASH NOW!!- We purchase mortgages, annuities,
and business notes_ Since
1984 highest prices paid
Free estimates, prompt
professional service. Colonial
Financial
1-800-969-1200 Ext 58.

MORTGAGE LOANSQuick and easy, bill consolidation, home improve64 1
E ments, cash out, refinance,
fiduciary
appoint- 502-767-97PRODUC
87. Lowest land contract payoffs.
ments have been made prices available.
Large Bankrupts and bad credit.
in
the
Calloway Russett potatoes 10Ibs, Ask for Jennifer Knowles,
County District Court. $1.69. Fresh string beans, Mercantile Mortgage ComAll claims against th- $1.29/1b. Gold Michigan ap- pany of Louisville
ese estates should be ples, 690/1b. Giant size 800-237-3901.
filed with the fiduciary grapefruit, $3.95 bag.
within six months of Large head lettuce.
040
date of qualification. $1.29ea. Sweet corn, 5 for
Roommate
Wanted
Frederick Allen Sul- $1.19. Extra large D'Anjou
pears, 2 for $1.00. Missislivan, 402 N. 17th St., sippi
$175/MO:
2br, furnished
sweet potatoes, 2lbs
Murray, KY 42071, de- for $1.00. Extra
large super duplex. No deposit.
ceased; Dolores Mae sweet oranges, $4.95 bag. 767-0676.
Sullivan, 402 N. 17th Vine ripened tomatoes, $3
St., Murray,KY 42071, a basket. Unbeatable
050
executrix, appointed prices throughout the
Lost
And Found
12/31/97; Stephen C. market. Our produce does
Sanders, Main at 7th, not set around for weeks. LOST: Blue Talbots Car
Murray, KY 42071, at- Trucked in daily. 3975 Hwy coat. Sentimental value
torney — 97-P-00329 641 North. Formally 753-9397.
Knoth's BBC).
See & Sew. 753-6981

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Deadlines we 2 days
in advance!

Help
Wanted

Happy BirtfutaTil

COMPASS TRANSPORTATION drivers needed
No experience necessary
Earn $500$700 weekly .
benefits Home every
weekend Class A drivers
call 1-800-225 9002 for
CDL Training call
1 -800-242-7364
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hrs
$20K to $50K'yr
1-800-348- 71 86 X 486

Say

***
Happy
33rd
Birthday
Daddy!
Love,
KaLynn
***

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

030

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate

— all claims must be
filed by June 30, 1998. ALTERATIONS, Ruth's

Help
Wanted

Fortune 100 Company
Expanding Dedicated
Fleet
Mayfield, Murray,
Fulton, KY
Union City, Paris,
Dyersburg, Milan,
Humboldt, TN area,
Cape Girardeau, MO
Drivers with minimum of
100,000 mi. 111. CDL.H
with excellent work history
'Odometer Miles • Hm
weekly 'Excellent Benefit
Package 'Must run legal
Call TFE Inc. for details
800-238-3671 W-F (EDE)

Motorcycles
Auto Servies
Sport Utility Vehicles
Fsed Cars
sans
L sed 1 ruck c
Campers
Boats & Motors
Sersi,_es Offered
Produce
I ree Column
Vv anted

to check the first insertion
of their ads for any WWI.
Murray Ledgei& Times will
be responsiblefor only one
incorrect Insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so coaections
can be mad*:

060

Help
Wanted

Notice
SCANDINAVIAN STUDENT, German, European,
South American, Asian,
Russian exchange
studentsj attending high
school. Become a host
family/AISE. Call
1 -800 -SIBLING
WWW.SIBLING.ORG.

060

Advertisers are requested

LOST: Male orange Tabby
cat in So. 9th St. area. If
found please call
762-0256.
060
Help
Wanted
ACCOUNTING CLERK
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
Full time position with benefits. High school graduate
or equivalent required. Two
years of office experience
required with one of the two
years in an accounting/
bookkeeping setting; accounts payable experience
preferred. College education may be exchanged for
a portion of the experience
requirement. Knowledge of
personal computers and
data entry skills . required
with experience in Microsoft 95 Office Suite preferred. A keyboarding test
will be required. Salary
$6.62 per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. An EEO, M/F/
D, AA employer.
AMERITRUCK- Company
drivers owner operators
don't miss out! New pay
package Great benefits
package. New equipment
arriving daily Talk to a recruiter about how you can
become a part of the 01
Refrigerated Carrier in the
AmeriTruck
U.S.
800-666-1999.
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
position with Kentucky Association of Sexual Assault
Programs, Frankfort Will
assist with general office
duties, plan events, maintain database, etc Send
result* with three references by January 23, 1998
to PO Box 602, Frankfort,
KY 40602-0602.
BUSY office needs parttime receptionist to answer
phones & make appointments Computer experience preferred Send resume to. PO Boi 1040 C,
Murray, KY 42071

r

WANTED:

Prom, Party, Pageant, and Wedding Dresses
for big one-day sale.
You bring your dresses to the

KAPPA "SPECIAL OCCASION
DRESS SALE
and we will

COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self mobmake money for you!$3.00 fee(nonrefundable) for each dress to be placed in sale,. vated. Must be able to loft
I GOibs. Apply at 408 N 12th
you keep all proceeds.
St. No phone calls please
Register drew to be sold on
EOE
Saturday, January 31, 1998
bDRIVER
from 900 a.m. to noon
SOLO/
INDEPENDENT
at Murray Woman's Clubhouse
CONTRACTOR- CRST700 Vine St.
81c a mile' Base plates
Sale from 1 p.m.-4 p.m. same day.
paid) Permits paid' Fuel
Free admission to sale!!!
taxes paid' Call Bob or
Tami at 1-800-553-2778 .

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

BURGER

KING

Minh
BURGER

AiMibt
BURGER

KING
line
w

KING
mennw

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Breakfast — Lunch — Evening Shifts
We offer full and part-time positions and will train you to work at a
variety of workstations in a fast and friendly environment! Our
flexible schedules are ideal for homemakers, semi-retirees, or
students wanting to earn extra money in their spare time!
APPLY IN PERSON

Dept. of Employment Services
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING IN FEBRUARY!!!
M,'F EOE

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers
$45,000 + Per Year
Mator benefits Company supplied pre-set appointments.
No credit refusals Company training Hours worked
days & evenings

Call If you are serious
about a career & are wiling S work 11,4 TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want ID earn $300-$400 per week.
and that don't want to work Call between 11-4 Mon -Sat

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-0580

The Gates Rubber Company - Charleston Division
is currently taking resumes for the position of
Application Engineer. This position requires a four
year college degree with emphasis in math,
physical sciences, graphics, mechanical engineering preferred and two years experience in related
field or equivalent (5-8 years engineering experience, preferable in reading and interpreting
blueprints and one year of drafting 'experience).
Work with technical specifications, especially
those utilizing a computer is' required. Experience
in team driven manufacturing, Total Quality
Management and Kaizen is desirable.

Send resumes to P.O. Box
345, Charleston, MO, 63834
or FAX to 573-683-4794,
attention: Donna Leger.
(;_vrys IS A EQUAL OPP)RVNITY EMPLOYER

Put Your Special
Valentine's Picture &
Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1998
•';
.04.

ff
g

My Special. Valentine

Mark
Thank you for making
this the happiest
Valentine's Day ever!
I Love You!
Melanie

11 re
I Happy Valentines Day

'

Daddy

I
=En

Love Sarah s
cc= um eiv

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & love lines, along with a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for love lines(no more
than 10 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
11,

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon. Mon., Feb. 9th.

p

c.1

Classified
Advertising Dept.

Ledger&Times

753-1916

•
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060

060

help
Wanted

iisip
Wantad

.-• •• • ...ne-ww.wrwrownlorwilv..,_.,,

06A

Help

Help

Wanted

Wanted

060

DRIVER/OTR stop here!!!!
Look no further! No NE/
Canada/NYC. Teams &
singles. No touch freight.
Guaranteed home policy.
Minimum 23, 1 year OTR
COL with/HazMat
1-800-848-0405. PTL an
EEO Employer.

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

•••• •••••1.
l•NOIS

HALEY'S

UglyDuck
i1Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

r-

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

$8.40
$10.04
$12.48
$14.76
$22.00
$30 64

McCONNELL
„INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwido TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with/sides,
late model conventionals, 3
years experience. Start
.304-.33c mile + benefits.
Call (800)444-6648.
DRIVERS TAKE HOME
MORE... Be home more.
Roehl has a top 10 pay
package per the National
Survey of Driver Wages by
SignPost. Great home
time, 95% no touch. Solo/
team;48/53' van or flatbed.
Talk to our drivers.
1 - 8 00 - 4 6 7 - 6 3 4 5 .
WWW.ROEHL.NET.
DRIVER- Start up to 324/
mile + bonuses with USA
Truck! Late-model, assigned conventionals with
satellite communications.
10,000 mile/month average. Weekly pay.
800-237-4642. EOE. SA/F/
HN.
dDRIVER OTR can't rest &
relax with your family because of money worries?
Call Covenant Transport
experienced drivers and
owner
operators
1-800-441-4394 graduate
students 1-800-338-6428
BGud Meyer Refrigerated
Truck Line solo's and contractors 1-888-667-3729.
eDRIVER/OTR-Experienced company drivers, owner operators,
teams needed! Excellent
pay and miles. Great home
time. Drivers with CDL-A
call TRL: 1-800-876-8754
xKYS EOE.

CALIORAD

Will Burn The Fat
While You Sleep
Local Distributor:

502-7534132
Impact Praise and Worship Center
Pastors Mocha& 6 Janie Richardson

Are You Hurting? Feel Like No One Cares?
Why Were You Born? What Is Your Purpose In Life?
We Can Helpj
A Non-Denominational Church that Feels Like a Family)
A Church for the Young and the Young at Heart)
5.1111/112Y1
Spiritual Training classes for all ages 9 00 a.m.
Celebration Service 10:00 a m
Wednesday,'
Bible Study for all ages 7.00 p m
1134 Old Lynn Grove Road, I 5 allies wet on Hey 84
Turn right onto Lynn Grove Road, 90 1 mile and look tor the non on
41. nght For More Inlormakon Call 1932) 758.5107 or (502) 415-4503

Temporary Staffing Service
Tyf

C3HAN1ILTON-RYKER
Is NOW OPEN
at our new location:
908-C S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Center
beside The Murray Insurance Agency
We are accepting applications for various types of
employment including: industrial, clerical and fork lilt.
Call or come by and experience
The Hamilton-Ryker difference.
759-0650

.,„ MISMV

YOUR
IRECTORY
Keep the phone numbers you need at your fingertips wherever
you go. Clip and save this handy phone list and keep it in your
car, your office-wherever you use your cellular phone!

"i

-

W. • . ••••• • .

•.
1 V' AP-

PERSONAL NUMBERS

SEEKING MATURE
ADULTS/TEACHERS as
part time representatives
for teenage exchange
program. Place/advise students for summer month
programs and/or semester/
year school home stays.
or
800-662-3864
606-877-1840.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
BABYSITTING 0-2yrs
Murray area $10/day
759-5631
CALL Me- Mrs. V for your
house cleaning needs. Reliable, courteous service!
M-F, most weekends.
436-5995.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.
HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis.
Dependable with refer
ences. Free estimates! Call
762-4769.
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.
STATE Certified home daycare just outside Murray.
Preschool, large safe play
yard, loving environment.
Provider certified in CPR &
First Aid, excellent references and experience. Call
Melinda 759-3176.
WILL sit with elderly. $6 an
hour. 10 yrs experience
Call 753-2637.
100
Business
Opportunity
FOR Rent: Approx. 1700
SFT warehouse space or
convert to office space.
12th & Story street, Murray
12ft overhead door. Conat
Nathan
tact
502-575-6200.
UMLIMITED EARNING
POTENTIAL! Log home
dealerships available. Protected territory and leads
provided Sell kits only or
get involved with construction for an even greater
profit. Combine your love of
log homes with your own
work hours. For information
call 1-800-663-2928.
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES- piece or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANTED riding mowers &
• 4-wheelers that need work.
436-2867.

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

•••••=3

Murray Police Dept.
Murray Fire Dept.
MSU Public Safety

753-1621
911
762-2222

753-3151
Cal, Co. Sheriff
753-6952
Cal. Co. Fire & Rescue
KSP
800-222-5555

SPONSORS
McClard's Towing
207 S. 7th St

Coldwell Banker
414 So 12th St

753-1651

Sharon "Beach" Crouch
D,B,A Appraisals One
1407 Crystal Brook Ln

759-5708 Flower Basket

121 Park "N" Sell

753-3985

121 By-Pass

753-9132

753-9514

609/2 S 4th St
Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

753-1916

Appliance Repair Service., 767-9552
403 Maple St

FOR SALE Like new baby 1993 SOUTHERN Prebouncer seat (used 2 stige, 16x80, Ig master bedmonths), folding stroller room, garden tub, treated
decking, board underpinCall 492-8566 after 4pm
ning, 12x16 covered deck,
FOR SALE Retired Ty 12x7 sundeck. 436-2731
Beanie Babies' Spot, Cub
bie & Spook No trades 1994 SOUTHERN Life
please Call 492-8566 after Style 16X70 Bank Repo.
2br, 2 bath central air con4pm
dition, clean home, $500
LASER disc/ cd player, down payment with pay$350 489-2221, after 6pm ments approx. $228 per
LEER topper for Dodge Da- month. Keith Baker Homes,
kota short wheel base Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
or 644-0012
truck 474-8340
MICROWAVE, loveseat, 1996 SOUTHERN Hospiwaterbed, recliner, end tality 28X68 doublewide
tables, piano, odds & ends Bank Repo. 3br, 2 bath,
753-6686, leave message central air condition, vinyl
siding with shingle roof.
PROM DRESSES: Black Beautiful home. Down payw/sequins, size 9/10. Teal ment approx. $2,000 with
green w/sequins & beads, payments starting at $199
size 11/12. Both worn one per month.(Call for details)
time only. Call 753-0943 Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
after 430pm.
TN 1-800-533-3568 or
644-0012.
PROM dress, black
beaded, size 4. Worn once. 2BR 753-9866
753-7952, after 4pm.
ARE you expecting an inSEE us for your barn or roof come tax refund? Volunmetal. Cut to length. Cov- teer will prepare your tax
ers 36 inches, many colors. refund for you if you want to
Economy Metal & Supply apply it as a downpayment
Co. 489-2722.
on your dream home! Stop
by today and take advanSTEEL BUILDINGS SALE'
tage of this winter special
30x40x 10, $4,579;
and save Big Bucks on your
40x60x 14, $8,027;
dream home. Volunteer
50x75x 14, $10,875;
50x100x16, $14,628; Homes, Hwy 79, Paris, TN,
60x100x16, $16,966. Mini. 901-642-4466. Low
storage buildings, 30x160, monthly payments! Easy
32 units,$13,944. Free bro- Credit Approval!
chures. Sentinel Buildings, ATTENTION: 3br, 2 baths,
800-327-0790, Extension new central heat, well
79.
maintained, 1 acre, new
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- well, $21,900. Call Dallas
Tan at home. Buy direct Willoughby at Grey's.
and save! Commercial/ 759-2001 or 767-0493.
Home units from $199.00.
Low monthly payments. FOR Sale: 3br doublewide,
Free color catalog. Call to vinyl siding, tilt windows,
screened porch, central
day 1-800-842-1310.
heat & air, enclosed add., 4
WOOD stove, excellent lots, well & septic. Carport,
condition. Ideal for shop or utility shed, stove, refrigergarage. Call 759-4630.
ator. Close to lake,
$29,500. 489-2145.
155

Appliances
MICROWAVE, 753-7953
STOVE & refrigerator, 2yrs
old, $400 obo. Call
759-0638 or 437-4853.
160
Horne
Furnishings

12X65 2br, $260/mo Deposit
References
753-6012
HAZEL, 2br, lease, deposit
& references 492-8526
2BR trailer No pets References needed Call
753-9866
NICE 14X70 2br, 2 bath
located in small mobile
home park with concrete
drive & sidewalks & large
front deck, 5 miles south of
Murray. $350/mo includes
water & trash pick-up. Deposit & lease required
492-8488.

NEW shop (wired & electric
garage door opener), mobile home & V. acre.
obo
$24,000
502-345-2967.

Re

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park. Coleman RE,
753-9898
300
Business
Rentals

EASTSIDE

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
4 CAR shop with air compressor. 753-4509

641 Storage

Mrs. I
will se
- large
centra
This r

Terra

All Sizes
Available

753-5585
COURT Square office
space, $95/mo. Utilities included Contact Greg
McNutt, 753-4451.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers
package, land/home loans.
Green Tree Financial
or
800-221-8204
800-554-8717.

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
3211
Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment, appliances
urnished. 753-9841 or
436-5496.

KING size bedroom suite
with Softside waterbed
mattress & springs.
753-4509.
7.17.."•;\••••••••••••••••.•:\11
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200
SPAM
Equipment

Hwy 299 Mini Storage

16 GAUGE Belgium made
Browning automatic shotgun. 2 ribbed barrels. $950.
759-0543 or 759-8316.

Has 5 different size units available
for you. Located between Stella and
Kid(sey. Call

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

489-2796
48943166

210
Firewood
16FT double axle utility
trailer. Dove tail. 435-4460.

FIREWOOD delivered
stacked 489-2287.
240

198 25" COLOR tv's
753-0260

Miscellaneous

40 SOLID oak captain
chairs 20 tables 1 snow
cone machine. Cheap
437-4568.

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
CHURCH Christian Wedding. Gatlinburg's original
(since 1980). Photography,
music, flowers, limos, ja4 PIECE Cannonball
Poster bedroom suite, in- cuzzi suites, fireplaces.
cludes etched vanity Love Walk Brick. Rev. Ed
dresser, bench & chest in Taylor 1-800-346-2779.
light finish, $500. Maple http://www.gatlinburgchap
dinette w/6 chairs, $250. els.com.
China cabinet $200. Re- a -A
BEAUTIFUL
clining sofa, loveseat & CANDLELIGHT- Old rocker recliner, $350. Also Fashioned Wedding,
have stove, refrigerator, Smoky Mountains near
freezer, dryer & other Gatlinburg, overlooking
household items. Call river, horse-drawn car759-0256.
riage, cabins, 'Jacuzzi, or52" MAGNAVOX tv, has dained ministers. No test/
protector screen. 18" satel- waiting. Heartland
lite system, less than 1yr 1-800-448-8697 (VOWS).
old 474-0116.
'GET MARRIED"- SMOKY
most
ALL STEEL BUILDINGS. MOUNTAINS, are
Pre-engineered, red iron 1- beautiful chapels, elegant
beam. Buy '97 closeouts white & cedar mountain top
now. 30X40X10's from chapel, church ministers,
$4190. 50X100X10's from honeymoon & family ca$11,940. Other sizes. Save bins, complete arrangethousands. Must sell ments, no tests.
1-800-606-8424 extension 1 - 8 0 0 - 8 9 3 - 7 2 7 4 .
http://www.smokymtnmall.
25.
com/mall/
white
wedding
ANTIQUE
dress, train, & veil. Laced smokeywed html
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo.
Worn one time only
270
759-9824 after 4'00.
Mobile
CALORAD- Burn fat while
you sleep. No side effects.
Money back guarantee.
1-888-531-3600.

MINNS

Mobils
Homes For Rent

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

Articles
For Sala

wood

200

270

150

Help

Help
Wanted

ELECTRONIC INSTAL- MEDIA & SPECIAL
LATION TECHNICIAN. EVENTS COORDINANurses AideGENERAL KNOWLEDGE TOR, Development and
PRN work all
OF ELECTRONICS IN- Alumni Affairs Department.
shifLs as needed.
CLUDING TELEPHONES, Position to begin immediHOME THEATER, SEC- ately. Qualifications: BaNot a full time
URITY, AUDIO AND chelor of science in journaljob. Prefer experiVIDEO REQUIRED. CA. ism or related field reence, but will
BUNG EXPERIENCE RE- quired. Must have two
train caring indiQUIRED. CALL FOR APDRIVERS. All you need. POINTMENT years experience in print
vidual who would
media and/ or public relaThe best equipment, pay, 50 2-75 3-756 7. MON
enjoy working
tions. A working knowledge
benefits and more. OTR THRU FRI 10A1A-41211.
of publishing software, inwith the elderly.
drivers, students with or
cluding
Pagemaker,and an
FULL
TIME
experience
SALES
POSIwithout flatbed
Good working
call Melton now! TION for Indiana. Some ability to maintain a web
conditions, pleas1-800-635-8669 depart- overnight travel. Will work site a must. Responsibihant atmosphere.
out of the Frankfort, KY bes: Write news and feament K2N-0198.
office. Salary, commission ture artides for alumni and
('all Glayda
DRIVERS- ALL '95 or and benefits. Newspaper university publications;
newer conventionals fleet. and computer experinece work with News Bureau
Dodd at Fern
Solos start up to $0.30 per helpful. Mail resume to: Ad Manager & Sports lnformaTerrace Lodge.
mile with bonuses and an- Department, 101 Con- bon Director in support of
nual raises to $0.35 per sumer Lane, Frankfort, KY their efforts to publicize
753-7109. EOE.
mile. Teams start up to 40601 or fax to events, prepare releases,
and publications; serve as
$0.38 per mile with bonus. 502-875-2624.
web site coordinator of DeIndustry's top mileage avaDRIVERS OTR drivers
r,,eded immediately. DRIVERS: Company erage, 23 with 1 year OTR. INEXPERIENCED! Free velopment and Alumni AfCDL training. Pre-hired by fairs Department; assist in
)prie most weekends. Top drivers/owner operators. J-MAR 1-888-216-5627.
tes Top benefit package. $500-$1000 sign on bonus! DRIVER- Are you tired of company. Guaranteed job coordination of alumni and
.mr round riders. 401k+ Van,flatbed, dedicated sin- long hours & low pay? if qualified. Based out of university special events;
p,!nsion Bonuses. Mator gles or teams. No experi- ROEHL has a top 10 pay your area. $500-$700 write and publish alumni
medical, optical; dental, ence? No problem. Train- package per the National weekly. Benefits package. related newsletters and puPrescription card Cardinal ing available! Builders Survey of Driver Wages by 1-800-455-4682, then dial blications. Applications
Deadline: January 28,
Fieight Owner Operators/ Transport. SignPost. Great home 200.
1998. To Apply: Send letter
Drivers
Comapny
time. 95% no touch. Solo or NOTICE OF APPREN- of application, resume, and
1-888-2-JOIN-BT.
8003461542 Joe CDLteam;48/53' van or flatbed. TICESHIP OPPORTUN- the names, addresses, and
DRIVERS:
Earn Talk to our drivers. ITY. The Joint ApprenticeEOE
$645.00/Week! No experi- 1 ti,8 0 0 - 4 6 7 - 6 3 4 5 ship and Training Commit- phone numbers of three
references to: Jimmy CarcDRIVERS Owner Opera
ence? No problem! C.D.L. WWW.ROEHL.NET.
tee for the Electrical
Media Coordina1r & company'driver AR- Training provided- No conIndustry is accepting appli- ter, Chair,
NOLD _Transportation of- tract required! Our Ken- DRIVERS National Distri- cations for apprenticeship tor Search, Development
!„.rs exc pay to qualified tukcy terminals need trai- butors has a great oppor- the last Friday of each and Alumni Affairs DepartTractortrailer drivers with/ nees now! Call today. Get tunity for your driving fu- month between the hours ment, Murray State UniverCass A/CDL Hazmat Call started tomorrow! ture! Free tractor trailer of 8:00am and 4:00pm at sity, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
Ei )0-846 4321
1-800-616-5055.
training, no contract, no the I.B.E.W., Local 816, 42971-0009.
gimmicks. For more details J.A.T.C. Office, 4515
call 1-812-288-2447.
Clarks River Road, Padu- OWNER/OPERATORS
cah, Kentucky. All applic- needed regional & long disDRIVERS-New 1998 pay
ants will be received with- tance runs vans or flats- all
package Arctic Express is
out regard to race, color, miles paid, L&N Transporseeking company/regional
religion, national origin, or tation, Inc. Louisville, KY
& OTR tractor-trailer drivKy Late Area's Best Kept Secret
sex. Each applicant must 1-800-632-4332.
ers. Class A CDL with/
* 55, residents are special to us * Ammenaies of on sae uppodive
meet all basic requirements
Hazmat and 1 year OTR
* Beautthi new 2 bedroom garden sennces
to be eligible for an interdriving required. Call Dave
* Scheduled uansportation
hiY114) *V11101'1*
view. Apprentices will be SALES- CEMETERY Be
or Usa at 800-927-0431.
* Saeened porches & carports * Grocery and beauty salon
selected in order of their tine of the highest paid in
* Complier learnt% career
EOE.
available
ranking resulting from rat- America. Call 11am-4pm,
* Acisiites 8 Wellness Program
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
DRIVERSing
by interviewers.
OTR
Advance
Come
complimentary.
Bonus early rentals naivete month's rent
your
flatbed
career
with
community.
grow with its in s sale, secure, planned retirement
ADS.! Phone applications
Open House Daily 10-4
approved in 2 hours!
1127 Village Rd. 1166 Barton, KY 42025
In The Classifieds
Say
$1,000 Sign-on bonus &
Phone 354-1111.16 • TDO 1400-2474510
more! Call today!
800-646-3438 Extension
1007 Owner operators
welcome!
BOOKKEEPER/ Accountant Peppers Automotive
Group is seeking an experienced Bookkeeper/ Ac•
countant for it's General
Motors/ Toyota store The
ideal candidate will be experienced in Accounting,
but not necessarily in Automotive Accounting, and
have experience using
computers. Peppers Automotive Group offers the
successful candidate a
competitive salary, company paid insurance,
401(k) profit sharing plan,
paid vacations, a comfortable working environment,
and more. Send your resume' detailing your past
work experience to Controller, PEPPERS AUTOMOTIVE GROUP, 2420
East Wood St, Paris, TN
38242.
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Homes For Sale

CEMETARY lot & vault for
sale at Memorial Gardens
753-2615.

1980, 14x80, 3BR, 2 bath,
w/large lot in quiet neighborhood. New c/h/a, deck,
new carpet & vinyl, storage
buildings, $24,000. Call
762-0171 after 4.

CLEARANCE- High quality
Cedar birdhouses & feeders, bat & butterfly boxes,
squirrel feeders & more All
stock must go All prices as
marked 206 E Poplar

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning. Extra
nice. 753-9866.

1993 SOUTHERN 16X80
Bank Repo- 3br, 2 bath,
central air condition, new
carpet. Nice home $500
down payment with
monthly prayments approx
EXCELLENT hay in cov- $200 per month Keith
ered rofts or square bales Baker Homes, Parts. TN
Will load 753-6567
1-800-633-3568
FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 1988 T-Bird, kingsize DOUBLEWIDE for Sale or
Rent. 753-8893.
waterbed 435-4460

COFFEE table & end table,
$100 obo. Entertainment
center cabinet, $40. Nights
759-3366. Days 753-4563
ask for Mike.
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0 Are You Looking For Security? t)
E3
Are you in need of a place to store your c,
5; valuables? There's no need to look any 5z

1E3

0 further - we have what you need! tl
Security Gate • Low Rates

0

0
1E3
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 10
Call Today At

121 South, Murray, KY 42071 0
0 1850 State Route753-5562
E3

Mon..Sat.
11-5:30
Sunday
11-2

1617
II.y 121
13) pass
753-305

C'orne Enjoy Our Expuncied

Hickory Smoked

A

Menu

Charbroiled

Chicken
BB()
Burgers
Ribs
N‘s° Pond Raised
Chicken
Catfish
Mutton
Daily Lunch Specials 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Need Furniture? Bedding'?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fro.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NEED AN
AVON REP?
Call Tonya at

436-6026
ind/sIsfrep.

C
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Attention
Classs led Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.50, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective June 1, 1997

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

Absolute Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Feb. 7, 1998 • 10:00 A.M.
er

At 1606 Locust St., Murray, KY

Mrs. Eloise M. Sykes is moving to a retirement complex. And
will sell her beautiful 3 bedroom brick - 3 bath - large living room
- large den - formal dining room - utility room - double garage central heat & air - on large corner lot - mature shade.
This nice home is close to MSU and Roberson Elementary.

1

Terms: 10% down day of sale. Balance

in

30 days with passing of deed.

This house will be shown by appointment only.

Paschall Real Estate
Tern' Paschall - Broker • 435-4011
or Dan Miller 435-4144

A

Tools & Welding
Equipment
J & J Welding Complete Liquidation
Saturday, Jan. 24, 1998 - 10:00 a.m.
Located in Puryear, TN on Hwy. 641 S.
Just North of the Big Apple Cafe and 4 miles south of Hazel, KY

C

This is a complete welding shop with lots of quality hand
tools and power units. A welder's ideal auction.

A partial list includes:
AIR AMERICA vertical 5 hp 80 gal air compressor, 3/4" 4x4
welding work table, 6" bench vice, 8" bench grinder, B/D 14"
chop saw, Compact bender, 24' alum. ext. ladder, 10' A-frame
alum. ladder, 8' wooden ladder, 2 pr. heavy gauge welder's
sawhorses, Systematics MP 250-220 amp. mig welder(cv/dc arc
welder). Lincoln electric 250 Idealarc welder, 2 cutting torch
outfits, torch carts, 2 ton chain hoist, extra heavy duty C-clamps,
air hoses, bottle jacks, exhaust fans, 10 ton heavy duty floorjacks,
2 1/4 ton hydraulic floor jack,jack stands, wrenches of all sizes 3/4" and 1/2"impact socket sets,jumbo wrench set, 3/4" Ingersoll
Rand impact gun, 1/2" B/D heavy duty drill, 1/2" impact gun, 10
ton portapower Craftsman tool chest, 1250 lb. engine stand, floor
model drill press -9 speed - 11/2 hp, like new parts washer, new
barrel pump, 12v Milwaukee cordless drill, parts & parts bins,
power unit, many hand tools - all quality brands and well cared
for.

And... Attention Mopar lovers -- Rare Collectible
Dodge Car -- 1968 Coronet RIT - stock - numbers
match - 440 engine - 450 HP
Terms: Complete senleaseni day of sale

0

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI
T142431

and

Richard Farris - Auctioneers

"The Sound of Selling"

TI42121

P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (502) 492-87%

0
0
0
8

Ned responsible for accidents. AnworescJaunts day of sale take precederrne
over all printed awerisk.

A

NM'

Absolute
Commercial/Residential
Real Estate Opportunity
East ofPuryear, TN at 4160 E. Huy. 140 the corner of
Hwy. 140 & Shady Grove Rd.
Mr. & Mrs. George Glass will sell this business
opportunity regardless of price.
— No minimums & No reservations —

Saturday, January 31, 1998 • 10 a.m.

C

M•I•I•

Corner 76 also known as Corbin's Corner has served
this Henry County community for many years as the
area's source for gasoline, kerosene, LP gas, beer,
groceries, movie rentals,ice,fishing supplies,lunch
menu & of course the absolute latest in news.
This one acre property also features a 11
/
2story,3 bedroom,
1 bath living quarters adjacent to the business, a 2 car
garage & a 20'x30' block building. Come early - real estate
sells at 10:00 a.m. followed by contents of the grocery
which includes: approx. 1,000 vhs movies, signage, sofa,
electric range, Kenmore washer & dryer, metal & wooden
shelving, Sanitary store scale, Hobart slicer, deli case,
slush machine, milk shake mixer, hotdog machine, popcorn machine, Wolfe tanning bed, bolts & nuts, plumbing
supplies, beer signs, pizza oven, nails, full door drink
coolers, propane tanks & rack,ice cream freezer, motor oil,
Joe Camel ashtray,office supplies + much more not listed.
Terms on real estate• 15% down day ofsale - balance
at closing within 30 days.
Terms on personal property complete settlement
day of sale.

1•11•

FARRIS AUCTION - ACTION REALTY
& Doug Taylor Auction Service
W Den Farris- CAI • Auctioneer, TL 12431 IT 12121 Max R Dodd Broker
P.O. Box 149

tt,V,

•••

•
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Hazel, KY

(502) 492-8796

Not responsible far scsidents Announcements day or sale take precedence over ell
pnnted material.

:

,

330
Apartments
Fee Rent

490

Home
Loans

504

Noose
For Sots

1BR. appliances furnished
6250/mo includes water.
Deposit & lease required.
1303 Chestnut. 759-4696

SLEEPING
room
CASH
FOR GREAT buy on a new
$150/mo Coleman RE, HOMEOWNERS- Credit home!Offered in the $50's
753-9898
problems understood Con- Just now on the market 3
solidate bills, home im- bedrooms, 2 full baths, plus
140
provements. payoff land central Ft/a North of Mur1813. available now, stove,
contracts Bad credit OK. A ray Contact Kopperud ReHouses
refrigerator, all utilities,
direct Kentucky lender- not alty, 753-1222 MLS*
For Rant
furnished. Coleman RE
a broker No application 3001154
753-9898.
1BR, $275/mo plus depo- fees 5
day closings We HOUSE
for sale in Oak1BR Diuguid Or, new. Call sit No pets Outland come to your home
wood Terrace, 1'4 story
School
Rd
753-5745
Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1-888-244-9908
with bonus room above the
1BR Hwy 280 Deposit.
1BR furnished apt
HOMEOWNERS' Debt 2 car garage. The master
$225/mo plus deposit No lease $300/mo 436-2506
Consolidation' Borrow bedroom with bath whirlpets 753-3139
2 & 3BR in Murray. Lease & $25,000-$100,000 Too pool tub, shower, & a double bowl vanity. The 2nd
1BR, low utilities, reference deposit required Equal Op- many bills? Home improve& deposit required. No portunity Housing, HUD/ ments_ Apply by phone/ floor provides 2br and a full
pets, $235/mo. 753-3949, KHC certificates accepted. 24-hour approval. No bath. Call 759-9909.
equity required Platinum
753-4109_
748-5924.
NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
Capital:
1BR, new stove & refrigera- 2BR, 1 bath house, w/ 1-800-523-5363/Open 7 natural gas h/a, double garage & driveway. North Villa
tor, w/d, $270. 1 or 2br garage, $250/mo plus de- days
Subdivision, Lot #5, Metcalf
furnished, $255 Deposit, posit, references. No pets.
Ln 3 miles north of Murray
no pets, downtown. Water 492-6159.
g30
437-4783, 753-8237
furnished. 753-4937 8-5,
Real
2BR near MSU No pets.
M- F.
Estate
NEW 4br home, 24 baths
$325/mo. Security deposit.
1BR or 2br apartment, all 753-1059.
160 ACRES WYOMING. in city, professional appraisal $225,000. Will consider
utilities paid. No pets. Walk
3BR, 1 bath at 1006 Olive. Unimproved. No utilities, trade or reasonable offer
to MSU. 759-4826.
Gas heat, $465 plus depo- lust antelope and wild 753-3672. after 5pm.
1 OR 2br apts. near down- sit. No pets. References horses. $23,995, $195
town Murray. Equal Oppor- required. Available Jan. 15. down, $238 month. 'Old NEW custom built 3br, 2
tunity Housing, HUD/ KHC 762-4483 8 to 4. 345-2748 West" Paradise. Great spe- bathroom home with opculation.
Doug tional 1400 sq ft of living
certificates accepted. after 5.
(714)832-4409.
space upstairs, natural gas,
753-4109.
brick,
3BR
central h/a,
2 car garage with wide
28R, 1 bath with carport, Hazel Coleman RE APPRAISALS ONE of KY, driveway. Located in North
central h/a, appliances 753-9898.
Sharon Beach-Crouch, Villa Subdivision, Lot *2,
owner/ certified appraiser. Metcalf Lane. McDaniel
furnished. w/d hookup,
3BR, central h/a, all ap759-5708.
$475/mo. 1 yr lease, 1
Construction,
pliances furnished, carport
month deposit. No pets,
& 2 car garage, 4 miles ATTENTION VETERANS: (502)436-2766.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
south of Murray. No pets, Home loans to purchase or THIS rustic cedar home
100% located 5 minutes from KY
2BR, 1 bath duplex, $575/mo, deposit & lease refinance.
purahases/ 90% refinances Lake features 4br, 2 bath, 2
$375/mo, $375 deposit required. 436-2113.
up to $144,000.00. Phone car garage, fireplace, hard435-4003
3BR in county, $300/mo Clarence
Phillips Mortgage wood floors, tilt-in triple
213R, duplex, central h/a, plus deposit. 753-4636.
Company, pane windows, bay winstove, refrigerator, disIN Hardin, city sewer, city 1-615-684-1029.
dow,large deck,all situated
hwasher, w/d hook-up. Colwater, $250/mo. Available HALEY
Appraisals. Bob on 14 acre tree covered
eman RE 753-9898.
now. 437-4465.
Haley, state certified. lot. Priced in the $90's. Will
2BR duplex, 1'4 bath, all
consider trade. Call
NICE lbr, no pets, lease & 759-4218
appliances. 1551-B, Marlin
436-5499.
No Realtors
deposit required_ 753-0728 KOPPERUD
Realty has Please.
Heights, $500/mo plus de- after 4pm.
buyers waiting to purchase
posit. 753-5344.
NICE 3br, refurbished, w/ homes-all price ranges. If
/170
2BR duplex in Northwood. appliances, washer
& you are thinking of selling$375/mo No pets. dryer, gas heat $450 a contact one of our courteMotorcycles
759-4406.
month plus deposit Phone ous and professional
1991
HONDA
4-wheeler
agents at 753-1222 or stop
2BR, duplex. Nice quiet 753-7920.
by office at 711 Main St. 300 4wd,$2950 753-0962
neighborhood. Frig./range
360
& w/d hook-up. No pets.
LAND new Almo,$1100.00 1991 HONDA 300 4
Deposit, lease required.
Storage
acre. Price has been low- wheeler, 4 stroke, excellent
$300/mo. 436-2816,
Rentals
ered, will not go any lower condition. $1800 or will
anytime.
30-70
acres. Call trade for work truck.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
489-6106, after 6pm.
2BR partially furnished, warehouses on Center 436-5099
some utilities paid. No pets. Drive behind Shoney's.
1995 POLARIS 400
435
767-9037.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Sportsman, 1,1XX miles
Lake
$3500 obo 759-1039, after
APARTMENT for rent. Cy- C-STORAGE, 10x15 storProperty
5Pal
press Community age units, 4th St & Syca$450/mo. Furnished & Utili- more E Next to Cunning- 28R at Kentucky Lake with
ties included. 436-5099.
ham Auto Repair. deeded lake access, fireport Utility
place, attached garage.
753-3571.
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
Vehicles
$41,900. (502)436-5927.
central h/a, all appliances NORTHWOOD storage
included, $375/mo, 1yr presently has units avail- 3STORY A-FRAME (within 1986 BRONCO XLT, black
lease, 1 month deposit. No able
753-2905 or walking distance) of Ken- w/maroon interior $5600
tucky Lake. 2/3 Bedroom, 1 753-6709.
pets. Call 753-2905 or 753-7536
bath, apprx 1600sq ft, 1991 FORD
753-7536.
Explorer XLT,
24x30 detached 2 car gar- 4
3an
wheel drive, nice $9950.
FOR LEASE, in early Feb.
age,
24x32
carport,
8x10
Pets
502-767-9382.
in Chestnut Street Townshed, all on apprx 1 acre of
& Supplies
house, 2br, 1.5 bath, all
ground. 3 Decks with view 1993 FORD Explorer, solid
appliances, convenient AKC Bouvier puppies. of lake. 2 Lake accesses(I sharp vehicle, $10,500
parking, freshly painted 8wks old. Great town or private, 1 public) nearby. 753-4424 days,
753-8254
and carpet cleaned. country dog. $125. Apprx 14 miles East of Mur- nights.
$485/mo. Grey's Proper- 474-2520.
ray. $95,000. Serious inties, 759-2001, ask for
quiries only. Shown by ap490
AKITA puppies, AKC,shots pointment Call 474-8704
Lynda.
Used
& wormed
$300
after 5pm, or leave
Cars
FURNISHED, lb, gas h/a, (502)382-2331
message.
6285/mo plus $285 depo1979 NOVA drag car. New
DOG obedience classes or
sit. 753-7953.
DOUBLE lot with new sep- white 'paint. No motor or
private. Serving Murray 17
tic system, ready for home trans. $400 obo. 753-9747,
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- years. 436-2858
or trailer. Located in lake after 6pm.
land Westley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in- LIQUID WORMERS are front subdivision with pncluded, rent based on in- not created alike. All new vete boat ramp. $9,900 1984 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit, 4dr hatch, 5sp, air,
come.62 & older, or handi- Happy Jack Liqui-Vict de- firm. 759-4696
95,XXX miles. $900 obo
cap & disabled. Equal livers active ingredients
759-4284.
Housing Opportunity. with the latest technology.
440
At farm, feed and hardware
502-354-8888.
Lots
1985 FORD LTD Crown
stores.
(Visit
For Sale
Victoria Call 753-7694.
LARGE efficient duplex in WWW.HAPPYJACKI
NC.0
private area. Central OM).
4 LOTS in New Concord 1987 FORD Tempo,
HVAC, gas. References
area. Approx. 1 mile for 112,xxx miles, $500. Call
please. No pets. Lease plus
759-9562.
water. 901-642-9963.
390
deposit. $450/mo.
Livestock
V. ACRE lots for sale. 6 1990 BMW 735i, cham759-1087.
& Supplies
miles North of Murray. paigne. 492-8224 or
MURRAY
MANOR LARGE round rolls good 753-2592.
492-8250.
APARTMENTS: Make it
grass hay. Call 492-8790
1991 GEO Storm, black,
your home! Great 1 or 2br
ddc
excellent condition.
apartments with great UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
Lots
68,XXX miles. $3600.
price, central h/a, laundry $48. Single Cross 80.000
For Rent
436-5806.
facilities. Office hours kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri. Club or buy direct For more '4 ACRE lots for RV or 1991 MAZDA MX-6 LX,
mobile home. North of Mur(502)753-8668, Equal info call 1-800-338-4558
sunroof, cd player, pw.
ray. 492-6159.
Housing Opportunity.
new tires $6500
4100
759-2021
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
c.0
Yard
3-4br house wAvasher &
1991 MUSTANG GT, marSale
Farms
dryer, furnished, near
oon,sharp,85,XXX+ miles.
For Side
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
Good condition. Runs
11 ACRE farm, $49,500 great $6000. 759-3783.
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
436-5733.
753-0606 after 5pm.
1991 REGAL, 4dr, high
NICE lbr, stove, refrigeraMidway Road
miles, $4500 obo.
460
tor, dishwasher, washer &
492-8807.
2nd house west
dryer. $325/mo plus depoHomes
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE,
sit. 753-0870.
For Sale
off of Hwy 641 at
leather, nice. $10,000 obo
Wiseharts Gro.
NICE 2br, 1 bath apart2BR. 1 bath home in need Phone 492-6179.
ment, all appliances. Great
of repair; with 2br mobile
Fri., Jan. 23 location. Call Nur-Gill Rehome (ni utility) on 2 acre 1994 FORD Escort, Stanalty 753-4444.
with outbuildings, fruit/ nut dard 4dr, white, $6,400.
8 a.m.
gone
trees. 7 miles from Milan, Excellent condition.
NICE 2br duplex with carOdds & ends furni753-2378.
TN. 492-6234.
port, gas heat & ap•
ture,
linens
dishes,
pfiances. Deposit. Lease.
3 ACRES & country home 1995 DODGE Spirit, mid
No pets. 1821 Ridgewood
with 30'X50' garage/ shop, size 4dr Sedan, extra
$450/mo. 753-7457.
located 7 miles east of Mur- clean, 44,XXX miles
$6,000. Call 759-4044.
ray $66,000. 436-2902.
NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
38R, 2 bath, new construe- 1995 TAURUS, loaded,
utilities. Lease and deposit
bon, central h/a, 500 $ very nice,59xxx miles. First
required. Near downtown.
11th Call 753-9457, $7850. 753-2479.
121 N. 61/2 miles
No pets. 436-2755.
753-8854
1996 CHRYSLER LHS,
from Murray.
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bed3BR brick, 2 baths, natural burgundy, tan leather int.,
Thur. 22ne • Sat. 24h
room apartments. Mur-Cal
gas h/a, 2 lots, gunroom, excellent condition, clean,
Apartments, 902 Northgas log fireplace. a/c, all power, am/fm tape
Heated - Inside
wood Dr, Murray, KY
753-5121.
cd, premium sound.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
67,XXX miles. $18,000.
759-4984. Equal Housing
BY OWNER Well main- 753-9486, after 5pm.
Exercise equipment furniOpportunity.
tained home in Sherwood
ture, by bessinet )(impVERY nice 2br, 17, baths
Forest, SW school district. 1996 TAURUS GL, white,
ing seat, crib whnettress,
Townhouse. Appliances
Quiet neighborhood, nice loaded, $12,500
20 tables or more of old
furnished w/washer &
yard 3br, 2 abth, 2 car 437-4910
glassware & collectibles.
dryer, $50Ohno, tyr lease,
garage Priced in mid
1997 MAZDA 626
I me deposit No pets
$80's 753-3057.
rest green,
753-2905, 753-7536.
FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
log home,3yrs old,3800 aq
nice
duplex. Appliances with
ft. 13 acres fenced with •
489-2525
pond. 30*X60' shop. a r 5.30pm
washer & dryer furnished
704 Ekn Street
120'X50' barn, 24'X36'
Central Ws. Extra storage
apace. $56CVmo. l/rno debarn, 18'X36' barn, 24'XI0' WANT to buy cars, trucks &
Friday Only
equipment shod. Phone motorcycles in any condiposit 1yr Isom. No psis.
COO 7632606 or 753-7536.
753-7687
bon. 474-9810.

R
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Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

BY Owner 1984 OLDS
Cutlass Ciera, nice $1200
1990 Buick LeSabre Lmtd ,
loaded, $3500 obo 701
Vine, 753-0533 after 5pm

FOR Sale. 1996 Dodge
Ram. Ready for 3rd transmission Purchased new in
Pans, TN If you'd like to
own a piece of junk. I've got
your truck. 492-6268

PORSCHE 944, gold
drives excellent, $2900
Oldsmobile Delta 88 Legency, runs excellent,
$2900 767-9774
415

Vans
1987 FORD Econoline
E350 van, power steering,
14*X8' box, hydraulic
tornmy lift Would be excellent for transportation of
large items $2,500 firm.
Contact Bud Byars, Plant
Operations, MCCH.
762-1133.
1991 CHEVY van, V-6, 4 3
engine, 79,XXX miles.
474-0116.

IF you'd like to invest
$4,000 per yew in a transmission, buy this Dodge
Ram truck I'd make you a
real deal. Transmission
still has 9 month 3,000 mile
warranty. This is warranted
by local Dodge dealer. P.S.
If you're loco, lu trade for
GMC pick-up
Call
492-6268.

1

510

Campers
5TH WHEEL, 40 ft. Like
new. New carpet, linoleum.
Bathtub & shower, w/d. Has
tip-out. Lots of storage. Call
767-9902 for appt.
520

500
Used
Trucks

Boats
& Motors

1969 C/30 CHEVY 350,
4sp, good truck, $2500
759-1039, after 5pm

1996 STRATOS. Excellen
condition, fully loaded
Must sell! Call 753-7823,
after 5pm.

1979 FORD F-150 XLT,
4wd, V8, a/t, p/s, tilt & new
tires, $2000. 1985 Chevy
Silverado, Iwb, red, V8, aft,
loaded,$3100. 1993 Chevy
S-10 Tahoe, 4.3 V6, a/t,
swb, very nice truck, $5500
obo. Must sell. 753-6885.
1980 FORD 1 ton, 350,new
paint,flatbed. 436-2619, after 5pm.
1988 DODGE Dakota, real
good shape 753-5136.
leave message
1990 CHEVY dual 1E, ext
cab, loaded 753-0962
1991 FORD F250

510
Services
Offered
3-D DOZING, backhoe
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulct"
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning. Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262..

SOLD

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Callo1992 FORD XLT, lwb, way County since 1980
loaded, extra nice. Asking Free estimates 437-3044
$7,950. 753-4545
or 492-8737.
1992 FORD Ranger XLT, A&A Lamb Brothers Comclub cab, 4.0 Liter, 6cyl, plete Lawn Care. Mowing,
auto trans, loaded, topper, leaf mulching. landscaping
bedliner, new brakes, Mark Lamb, 436-5791.
shocks, tires, wheels.
Looks and runs like new. ADAM'S HOME IM 436-6084.
PROVEN EN TS.
1994 CHEVY Silverado Remodeling', Repairs. In4X4, extended cab. Be- side & Out. No Job Too
tween 4pm-8pm 767-0425. Small. 759-9906.
1997 DODGE Ram 1 ton
Dually, extended cab,3500
diesel, red, $22,500.
753-6000.

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.

II jil;
,
...
DAVID'S
• HOME IMPROVEMENT
Repair of water damaged floors,
moisture barriers, braces under houses
and insulation.
-Plumbing Repairs •Free Estimates
David Gallimore
.
901-247-5422
iwxyx.:.
.:.**:.•ve...............
:-:•:.:-:.:.:.:•:.:
wee..........
Pu ryear, TN

Interest rates are low,building costs are down
& spring is neat.Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & ispecifica(ions we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus

basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

Bruce Green
Building contractors, Inc.
(502)

753-8343

SEALED BID SALE

Moving Sale
80

Clearing Out
Sale!

Moving Sale

900 •?

House and approximately 0.5 acre
located at 4591 Radio Road in Dexter,
KY listed at $20,000. Sealed bid
period runs from 01-16-98 to 02-1698. All offers are sealed and presented
to seller on 02-17-98. Seller may
accept, reject or counter any offers
presented. No offers will be accepted
that are continent upon the sale of
other property. Minimum bid
$12,500. Property is offered in "as is"
condition only. Buyer if any may have
inspections within 5 days of seller
acceptance. Call your Realtor for your
viewing during this sealed bid sale.

RE/MAX
Real Estate Associates
114 East 5th Street, Benton, KY 42025
(502) 527-8035 • (800) 268-7193
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530

S 30

530
Service'
Offered

Services
Offered

Flu wipes out classes

Serv lees
Offered

AFFORDABLE, quality, BOB'S Plumbing Service.
building you'll be proud of! All work guaranteed. Free
Residential construction, estimates 753-1134,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl 492-8584
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & ma- TALL LEE'S on the carsonry. And home repairs. per Lee's Carpet CleanFree estimates 753-8007, ing serving Murray for over
25yrs Free estimates! Free
Efite Building.
deodorizer! Satisfaction
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., guaranteed! Give Lee's a
foundabons, slabs, sidew- call for all your carpet &
alks, driveways, buildings, upholstery needs,
remodeling, repairs, AGC 753-5827 all major credit
certified 489-2214
cards accepted.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shots:.

niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC. New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance arid repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
cella 519-1592.

HARRODSBURG, Ky. (AP)

- At least two Kentucky school
districts canceled classes for the
remainder of the week as flu and
DAVID'S Cleaning Serother illnesses cut attendance
vices. 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes. mobile homes, rates.
The Harrodsburg Independent
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
school district canceled classes
cleaning, acid cleaning
after 20 percent of students were
available. David Borders,
absent
Wednesday. Classes also
Insured, Completely Mowere called off until Monday in
bile. Phone 502-759-4734
Spencer County.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
Spencer County Superintendent
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- CARPET cleaned by Cert.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848

Techs. Any room up to
300sf only $30.00. Murray
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning 753-6300 anytime.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service, 10% senior discounts 435-4006.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
COLSON Home Repairs.
502-767-9552.
Additions, garages, decks,
ASPHALT new Of repair, remodeling, vinyl siding.
backhoe dozing & hauling 20yrs experience.
of all types 759-1039 after 753-5592
5pm
COMPUTER Repair, InBACKHOE Service- small stallation, Back-up. Call
jobs, driveways, box blade, Justin Crosser, 759-8662.
rottertilling, snow removal
753 0834 or 759-9835
CONSTRUCTION &
BACKHOE Service - ROY REPAIR- Free estimates.
HILL Septic system, drive- Remodeling,fencing, deck
ways, hauling, foundations; mg, roofing & electrical.
489-2832.
etc 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting.
Insulated concrete forms
IR32) StyroCrete builders.
502- 436-2007
or
502 436-5264.

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
•Insured
•Repairs
'Refinish
•Installation •Border Inlays
NWFA Certified

$4.90 sq. ft. #1 Corn.
Red Oak Flooring. (Complete Job)

502-759-5280

Murray, KY

'
Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
.
L
at (502) 247-9300 or
1 (800) 847-0256.

_i,,
11;mb Brothers
Tree Service

502-4130-5744
1.-1111100-5413-5.202
LICENSED & INSURED Fr.. Easimaiss
24 Hr Service
Hedge Mammas
Tree SF...etyma
Tree 4 Strap
Z•irt
Removal

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
J&R Builders. Quality
homes for affordable
prices. 767-0731 or
832-1854, ask for Jason or
Renee.
LAKE shore brush clearing. 753-6226, 753-4168
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions. ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions. Call
753-0152.
MINI blinds and micro
blinds on sale now at 50%
off. We measure & install.
Call now for in home appointment. Decorating Den
Interiors- 753-1184.
PAINTING interior- exterior, winter rates. Free estimates. 437-3879.

Special

Scott Clark

EMERGENCY Water Removal. Carpet wrinkle removal. Lee's Carpet Cleaning. 753-5827 24hrs.

Tree Trimming
C1442111If Service
Fall Lae of
&pupae*,
Qualit‘

1r•

Carpet Installation Ince
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile, hardwood & laminated floors.

Residential or Commercial

759-1591

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
RICK'S Roofing- repairs,
shingle & flat roofs. Free
estimates. 22yrs experience. 502-437-4559.
SAVE all your computer
information on one cd to
prevent loss. Only $75. Call
Justin at 759-8662.
SAVE $$$ winter & summer with energy officient
windows from STOCKWELL'S. Call now for a
FREE estimate. 753-6585.
STOCKWELL MaintenanceFREE Home Systems. Metal roofs, vinyl siding, windows CALL NOW,
7534585.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Mcrowaves. Free
estimates. Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network.
Free info. Mon-Fri. 1-5:30.
753-0530.

crn
Free
Column
BLACK Lab puppies. 8wks
old. 759-1091, after 4pm.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

•

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

• Drop by and see our showroom
suNR
•

U ,ic4 r ash,nd Bunny Broad
'53 5940

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,Jan.
23, 1998:
You'll find this an extraordinary
year, as you will get more of what
you want. Expand your horizons,
and make many new friends. Your
perspectives will change;in turn,so
will your goals. Make this every bit
ofthe dynamite year it can be. Ifyou
are single, romance blooms, though
there will be some awkward momenta. A friendship could develop
into something more. If attached,
you will have difficulty with daily
conversations. Work on the quality
of the friendship, and you will prosper as a couple. SAGITTARIUS can
be intense.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You are a lot stronger than
you realize.Your mind absorbs more
than the majority. Others need your
dynamic point of view. The unexpected occurs with a friend. By now,
you should be getting used to it. Plan
a fun adventure. Tonight-Take off
as fast as you can.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Close relating opens doors.
Finally,you have found a true direction for a relationship;you have been
transforming its basis. You might
misunderstand another's plans.Confirm appointments, and ensure you
are hearing the same thing.Tonight:
As a duo.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Popularity is high. Carefully think through a decision; you
might not be waiting to hear the
whole story before you react.
Someone's message confuses you.
Verify the facts. Dynamic thinking
occurs when you put two heads together. Tonight: Off to a party.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
*** Mellow out,and consider what
would most relax you. It's a great
time to start an exercise plan or
develop better eating habits. Eliminate red tape at work. Be more efficient. The unexpected occurs with a
partner and finances.Tonight:Take
a chill pill.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)**** Be more explicit about what
does and doesn't work.Your sense of
fun helps you handle troublesome
news. Do not underestimate how
incredibly creative you are. There
are only solutions, not problems.
Plan to get out of the office early.

Peppers Chevrolet-Thyota
Select Used Cars & Trucks*

3

• 1\0n14446.16'-

Business On A Budget?

J cfl

this 2x2

consistency ad in classifieds every
day

for

a

month

-

including

Shopper for only $195

Call

753-1916 For

Details

88 BMW 5351- Affordable

9978523832
01

'89 Nissan Sentra '88 Chevrolet Corsica -

981281

Itemodeling
Sale

'95 Chevrolet Astro Conversion - Very sharp

980661

'94 Dodge Grand Caravan LE -

982081

'94 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE - Leather
'94 Chevrolet Astro LT - Dual NC,captains

9809
81 19721

predecess
One ye
tion's firs
ham Coh
Today':
Bayh, D-1
is 63. Aui
Gourmet'
Teddy Ge
Ha II-of-Ft
Diane Lai
gina Nicl
Rhythm-a
Getty is 2
Though
it is repet
slogan."
(1896-198

SU
BLO

DO YOUR
MUCH T\

ONLY
WHEN WE
WATCH IT
TOGETHEI

LIP. . IL
--"•YOWn

FOR

980331 ;*.
980981
982291
977311
980621
976122

1 '97 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4WD 597
Toyota 4Runner SR5'97 Toyota 4Runner SR5 4WD '95 Isuzu Trooper Limited 4WD -

30- 75% OFF

'95 Chevrolet Suburban 4WD '89 GMC Jimmy 4WD -

TRUCKS

All Clearance Items

982961

'97 Chevrolet K1500 Z71 - 18,xxx miles
i '97 Chevrolet K1500 XTD Cab Z71 -

980641

1 '97 Ford Ranger XLT '97 Toyota T100 Xtra Cab SR5- Great value

980
7134
3851

3

3 '96 Chevrolet C2500 3/4 Ton -23,xxx miles
1 '96 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado - 24,xxx miles
3 '96 GMC Sonoma SLS XLD Cab '95 Chevrolet S10 XLD Cab LS - 27,xxx miles
1;'95
Dodge
1500 SLT

Lawn &
S Garden
upplies Housewares

1
Chestnut St.
Murray

TUZZAPUO -

981821

989761294721

Laramie - 28,xxx miles

Ram

3 '95 Chevrolet S10 V-6 - NT,29,xxx miles
'95 Dodge Ram 1500- 22,xxx miles

982611
981071

1

Pt-PPt-iff

AN

15

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CU
.

DIEVROIET
CAI

973411

i
:
:("Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.")
J
0,
1
is

753-257

prilr",r`ir

GARF

977041
982401
981131
981611

;I '96 Mazda B2300 SE - Alloys, 23,xxx miles
;'96 Chevrolet S10 LS- 20,xxx miles

Murray Home 8 Auto
•
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SPORT UTILITIES
To better serve you
we are remodeling our store

Hardware

753-1916

was alsc
In 192

VANS

3 '93 Ford F150XLT - LWB

wifi be responsrble to.only

SAVE $173 with

523321
98808

By
Today
days lef
Today
Twent
down its
trimester
On th
In 19(
In 191
calling f

'CO Buick LeSabre - Low mites

tee

Electricl &
Plumbtng

Advertisers are requested
to check the first !newton
of ads to. any error The
Murray Ledger a Times
ONE INCORRECT IN
SE RTION
Any error
should be reported Immodiamety AO COrr•DINNKII can
be mod* CHECK YOUR
AD carelul y and notify
The Classifiad Adverbsng Department immedt
ately in case ol an error

'92 Cadillac Deville -

BORN TODAY
Princess Caroline of Monaco(1957),
actress Jeanne Moreau (1928), actress-singer Chita Rivera (1933)

Toys

CHECK
YOUR
AD

with their new 911 address. We need the 911 address' to
help with delivery of your paper and your subscripion
billing.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Call the Murray Ledger & Times Circulation Dept. at
*** Just when you thought you
were in the groove, you find out
753-1916 ext. 13 or fill in the blanks below and mail this
there is a problem. A partner is hard
flyer back to us at P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
on you. You might not see everything as clearly as you need to. Start
rebuilding, counting on only yourName
self; after all,if you don't make yourself No. 1, who will? Tonight: Happy
at home.
Old Address
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Express yourself, and get
past a partner's stoic, cold front.
911 Address
Even if he doesn't react, clearing
this up is good for you.Evaluate,and
consider making changes ASAP.
Daytime Phone Number
Communications flourish with a
loved one. Expect a surprise from a
child or lover.Tonight:You're a flirt!
Please have your 911 address marked clearly on your
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be more in tune with your
house or your mailbox.
financial needs. You are exhausted,
pushed beyond your limits. Listen
more carefully to instincts. Revamp
Thank You!
your budget, with an eye to making
things easier on yourself. Count on
anything but calmness at home.
If you have diabetes,
National
Tonight: Your treat.
get a dilated eye exam every year.
Eye
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Institute
****You are personality-plus.Try
Write: 2020 Vision Place
to understand what ails a loved one.
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
Bethesda, MD 20892-3655
He is pushing hard,but don't take it
• too personally. Be optimistic and
•
9•
sure of yourself, and go for what you
want. You have changed a lot, and
others are starting to see the new
you. Tonight: Happy as a cat!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
I.
I
*** Take a back seat, and get .
I
centered. Discuss a change in your
home life. What hasn't appealed to
CARS
you before, does now. Root out feelings. Money matters can solidify if
PROGRAM CARS
you listen to your inner voice. Don't
Stock #
be taken in by another. Tonight: A
Corolla
2
Toyota
DX's
9,xxx
miles
5239, 5240
night for you.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
3 Chevrolet Luminas - 13,xxx-16,xxx miles
5242, 5243, 5244 ;
***** You feel on top ofthe world.
OTHER PRE-OWNED CARS
You are finally getting what you
Stock / C
want, and it causes a major re-adjustment. Listen carefully to a loved
'96 Chevrolet Beretta - Nice 1st car
52153
one, who means a lot to you. You are
'95
Chevrolet
Lumina
miles
33,xxx
982091
t
thrilled; others laugh at your spirited enthusiasm. Tonight: What a
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS 975161 ;
celebration! )
95
Mercury
Cougar
XR7
Loaded
975032 E
PISCES (-Feb. 19-March 20)
*Take the lead, handle a profes95 Ford Thunderbird LX - V-8, 44,xxx miles
974581 ;
sional matter and be direct. Your
'94
Oldsmobile
Cutlass
Supreme
974111 ;
work reflects a new attitude,though
'94 Chrysler Concorde - 45,xxx miles
981641
distancing or pushing a boss doesn't
serve you in the long run. Use un'94 Lincoln Continental Signature 976671
usual care with funds; you could
'93
Toyota
Camry
pkg.,
LE
cassette
Pwr.
5211 t
easily make a mistake. Tonight: A
force to behold.
'92 Plymouth Acclaim - One owner
980911 ;

SMall PS sliances

4

We still have lots of subscribers that have not called us

HOROSCOPES

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ATTENTION SUBSCRIBERS
WE NEED YOUR 911 ADDRESS!

OFF••••••••

41. * * * el 4 * * * * 4 rle * sle

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

HELP!

John Thompson said he didn't
have absentee figures yet, but illnesses had caused high absenteeism among both teachers and
students.
Districts receive funding from
the state based on a formula that
takes into account the average
daily attendance. School officials
said that it is financially unfeasible to keep schools open if the
district attendance drops below
about 85 percent.

. 'All vehicles listed sublect to poor sale

oicismobile

TOYOTA
7"eae.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

THURSDAY JANUARY 22, 1998

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 22, the 22nd day of 1998. There are 343
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty-five years ago, on Jan. 22, 1973, the Supreme Court handed
down its Roe vs. Wade decision, which legalized abortion, using a
trimester approach.
On this date:
In 1901, Britain's Queen Victoria died at age 82.
In 1917, President Wilson pleaded for an end to war in Europe,
calling for "peace without victory." (By April, however, America
was also at war.)
In 1922, Pope Benedict XV died; he was succeeded by Pius Xl.
In 1938, Thornton Wilder's play "Our Town" was performed publicly for the first time, in Princeton, N.J.
In 1953, the Arthur Miller drama "The Crucible" opened on
Broadway.
In 1957, suspected "Mad Bomber" George P. Metesky, accused of
planting more than 30 explosive devices in the New York City area,
was arrested in Waterbury, Conn.
In 1968, the comedy show "Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In" premiered on NBC.
In 1970, the first regularly scheduled commercial flight of the Boeing 747 began in New York City and ended in London some 6Y2
hours later.
In 1973, former President Johnson died at age 64.
In 1995, Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy died at the family compound in
Hyannis Port, Mass., at age 104.
Ten years ago: A federal appeals court ruled that court appointment
of independent counsels to investigate allegations of wrongdoing by
high-ranking government officials was unconstitutional; however, the
Supreme Court upheld the law the following June.
Five years ago: President Clinton resumed his search for an attorney
general, following the early-morning withdrawal of nominee Zoe
Baird in the face of a complaints over her hiring of illegal aliens. On
the 20th anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade decision, President Clinton
lifted a series of abortion restrictions imposed by his Republican
predecessors.
One year ago: The Senate confirmed Madeleine Albright as the nation's first female secretary of state and former Republican Sen. William Cohen as defense secretary.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Ann Sothern is 89. Former Sen. Birch
Bayh, D-Ind., is 70. Actress Piper Laurie is 66. Actor Seymour Cassel
is 63. Author Joseph Wambaugh is 61. Chef Jeff Smith ("The Frugal
Gourmet") is 59: Actor John Hurt is 58. Country singer-musician
Teddy Gentry (Alabama) is 46. Rock singer Steve Perry is 45. Hockey
Hall-of-Famer Mike Bossy is 41. Actress Linda Blair is 39. Actress
Diane Lane is 35. Actor-rap DJ Jazzy Jeff is 33. Country singer Regina Nicks (Regina Regina) is 33. Actress Olivia d'Abo is 29.
Rhythm-and-blues singer Marc Gay (Shai) is 29. Actor Balthazar
Getty is 23. Rhythm-and-blues singer Kelton Kessee (Immature) is 17.
Thought for Today: "The clearest statement of principle goes bad if
it is repeated too often. It ceases to be a statement and becomes a
slogan." - Virgil Thomson, American composer and critic
(1896-1989).

DEAR ABBY

Ten years ago
beat North Marshall Jets and
DEAR READERS: I recently
Fisher-Price, a division of The Murray Tigers beat Fulton City
printed a letter from "Wilting
Quaker Oats Company, has an- Bulldogs. High team scorers were Wallflower in Arizona,"
a
nounced plans to begin an expan- Stan Key for Calloway, Fulks and woman who asked me to put out
sion of the distribution center and Faith for North Marshall, Lamb the word to men that the way to
warehouse of its manufacturing for Murray, and Ruddle for Ful- attract women is to dance With
facility in Murray.
them.
ton City.
To my delight, I received this
Births reported include a girl to
Forty years ago
clever rebuttal:
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Dick,
Winter came into Calloway
Dec. 22; a boy to Tony and Da- County yesterday afternoon
with
DEAR ABBY: All my life I have
vid Nash and a boy to Amy and the first snow of any
thickness loved fishing, as do most other men
Samuel Nichols Jr., Jan. 16; a for the year.
I know. It is exciting, fun and great
boy to Joanna and william Orr,
Boy Scout Troop 77 with exercise. Couples fishing together
Jan. 17; a boy to Cheri and Tony Scoutmaster Don Hall and Com- are so romantic. When I see a
Miles and a boy to Judy and don mitteemen Oren Hull and Ray woman who can fish with a man.
Drummond, Jan. 18.
Sinclair met at Science Building I'm instantly fascinated by her -Murray State University Racers at Murray State College to ob- and so are my friends.
Why, then, are women who can
and.
Lady Racers beat Morehead serve and study the moth and butfish so hard to come by? Women are
State University in basketball terfly collection of Jerry Shields. supposed to be charming, romantic
games. High -team scorers for
Recent births at Murray Hospi- and good companions. Fishing is all
Murray were Martin for Racers tal include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. of that. Yet most women are
and Smith for Lady Racers.
"dancers" who say, don't fish."
James Burkeen.
I thought women liked attracting
Twenty years ago
Fifty years ago
men. I know some people say
The winter of 1977-78 will be
After one day of spring yesterremembered for the severe cold day, Murray residents gradually women are dense. But this fact cantemperatures and for the 17-plus hauled out their overcoats this not escape anyone's attention: A
woman can attract men by going
inches of snow that has fallen in noon to settle down for another fishing.
the five snowfalls this month, ac- seige of winter. A light snow
Will you please put out the word
cording to John E. Scott, local of- started falling at noon and before lin• us and tell women how sexy and
ficial weather observer.
they are when they're
the noon hour was over the at
Fire destroyed the home of Mr. ground was covered with snow. fishing'?
WAITING WITH BAITED HO( K
and Mrs. John Cooper on Salem
Claude Miller, 1948 Chairman
IN N FVAI
Church road near Lynn Grove of March of Dimes in Calloway
Jan. 19.
County and a Rotarian, spoke at a
DEAR WAITING: I receive
Births reproted include a boy meeting of Murray Rotary Club letters every day from
women
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Ray Sirls, at Murray Woman's Club House. who complain about how hard
Dec. 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dr. A.D. Butterworth also spoke it is to meet men. Women, now
Darrell Ramsey, Jan. 10.
about the March of Dimes fund you have heard it from the
source! Get off the dance floor
John Bowker, Jimmy Graham drive.
and onto the lake, river or
and Joan Bowker were elected as
Mrs. 011ie Brown and Mrs.
officers of Twin Lakers Good S.V. Foy presented a lesson on ocean. You won't even have to
take lessons. My experts tell me
Sam Camping Club.
"Fitting Sleeves" at a meeting of that fishermen love to tie knots.
Thirty years ago
South Murray Homemakers Club With the right bait, there's no
Installed as officers of Murray at the home of Mrs. J.C. Brewer.
Kiwanis Club were Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer, Dr. John Mikulcik,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Arlie Scott, and John Long. New
members arc Joe Rose, John Ed
Fitch, Morgan Sisk, and Marion
Hassell.
loser if the missing clubs Were diMr. and Mrs. William MeEl- East dealer.
vided 3-3. Finessing spades first
rath are serving as missionaries East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
did
not offer the same advantage.
in Indonesia for Southern Baptist
.AQ 65
Accordingly, at trick three he
Foreign Mission Board. Mr.
96 2
led a diamond to the king, then
McElrath is formerly from
• K8
cashed the club ace (to guard
Murray.
416AKJ4
against a singleton queen) and
In high school basketball
WEST
EAST
drew two more rounds of trumps,
games, Calloway Count Lakers •J 7 4 1
# K 10 9 3
West discarding a spade and a
VKQ 1073
A J 84
heart. He then led a club to the
DAILY COMICS
•6
• 10 32
jack, losing to East's queen. De+ 10972
+Q5
clarer ruffed the heart return, but
SOUTH
after the clubs failed to divide
+82
evenly, he tried the spade finesse
LAST NIGHT WE SAW A SHOW THAT HAD
V5
and finished down one.
SEX AND VIOLENCE
•AQJ975
The outcome was admittedly
4
AND CHEATING
WHY'D THEY
+863
1
unlucky, but a purist might say
AND LYINGLYING AND
LET 'IOU WATCH
The bidding:
that South got what he deserved,
STEALING
East
South West North
since a better lineofplay was availPass
3•
Pass 5•
able. The flaw was in declarer's
Opening lead-king of hearts.
handling of the clubs. While his
approach would have succeeded
When declarer is in a suit con- had West held the club queen or
tract, his first assignment is to East the Q-x-x, it made no provicount hislosers.Assuming hefinds sion for the Q-x doubleton with
there are more losers than he can East.
afford, his nexttask is to formulate
To cater to this possibility,
a line of play that offers the best South should have drawn trumps
chance of eliminating the excess and then cashed the A-K ofclubs.If
loser (or losers).
the queen did not fall, declarer
HOW CAN 7HE REST OC
Consider this deal where,after could ruff a heart and lead a club
ME BE SO SOUND ASLEEP
ruffing the second heart lead, de- towards the jack.
AND THE BRAIN CELL IN
clarer saw he might lose a spade
By playing this way, he would
MO DARK OUT! CHARGE OC DOING NOTHING
and a club and go down one if the assure the contract in all cases
BE SO WIDE AWAKE
finesses in both black suits failed. where West held the queen, and
ICS TOO COLD!
South naturally decided to attack would also succeed whenever East
4011 NEED 4OUR SLEEP.
clubs first, since even ifthe finesse started with the singleton,
WORK OUT LATER!
lost, dummy's fourth club would doubleton or tripleton queen of
WORK OUT AT LUNCH!
permit him to discard his spade clubs.
WORK OUT TONIGHT!
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
NOW!

Maximizing Your Chances

SUPPORT THE FARMERS
BLONDIE

CATHY

I•I
.
it,

ANYTIME BUT
NOW IS BAD!
NOW IS HORRiBLE!
NOT NOW! NOT NOW!

ACROSS
1 Which thing"
5 Sesame

I v

?i-ztAi‘tGE.1•4!\11-,S
Li'- TO VANCOUVER
'AtEEK ,CoNNIE

".' ,
r' 1 ANC PAP
NE ET:
RIGHT NOW

Ait'Afj
LA113' OFF AT WOKK - BUT

IT CoULDN'T 1-)FsVE_ IAN'PENEC) AT A 13eTIER

IT, ALMOST FG IF SOMEDopy VJOrkKE.D IT OUT-THIS wAy!_

mrtap

voufi

'GUARDIAN
ANGELI

r

,r

GARFIELD
YOU KNOW WHAT THAT
MEAN5, CTARFIELD?

PA 7AVI'6 1.22

THERE'S A WOUNDED DONUT
SOMEWHERE AROUND HERE

•C.

PEANUTS

8 Edible fish
12 Othello's
lieutenant
13 Ending with
infant
14 Raines or
Fitzgerald
15 A Stone
17 Actor Dafoe
19 Have dinner
at home
(2 wds.)
20 Move
smoothly
along a
surface
21 Hastens
23 Sheltered
from the
wind
24 Tea variety
26 Cinnamon or
nutmeg
28 Transgress
31 Borgnine ID
32 From — —
Z
33 "— Deum34 — de plume

THE ANDROmEDA 6ALAX.
5 5PEEDIN6 TOWARD OUR GALAXY AT
300 000 MILES PER HOUR

slielter
49 Sweet
potato

50 Depot (abbr
53 Eastwood
ID

'4F

1

telling what you might reel in!
Trust me.
DEAR ABBY: I am sending yop..
a poem I wrote in 1962 when our
ins were born. I thought that
since you are a twin, you would
appreciate it.
AL WILLIS, ARLINGTON,TEXAS
DEAR AL: You thought right.
I'm printing your poem to be
enjoyed by those readers who
were also blessed with "double
trouble."(Please forgive me,but
I can't help but brag that my
wonderful son, Edward Jay,
and his lovely wife, Leslye,
blessed our family with "double
trouble" in 1994, a boy and a girl
- the twins are named J.J. and
Hutton.)
TWINS
ARE DOUBLE TROUBLE
by Al Willis
Twins are double trouble.
They cry, they smash,they tear.
They break and spill and bite
and scratch
And pull each other's hair.
They practice art upon the walls
And yank electric phigs.
And cookies, milk and something
else
Get ground into the rugs.
They drive their mother crazy,
Their father is berserk,
He's glad when Monday comes
around.
So he can go to work.
The diaper pails are filled again;
The laundry tub's piled high.
The doctor hills land others, too)
Are mounting to the sky.

So if you have a single child
As placid as a dove,
•
Contain your envy, if you can;
We have a double love.
*5*

Good advice for everyone — teens to
seniors — is in "The Anger in All of Us
and How to Deal With It." To order, send
a business-sized. self-addressed envelope,
plus cheek or money order for $3.95
154.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, PD. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054-0447.(Postage is included.'

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a healthy 69year-old woman with normal blood
pressure. Last year. I had a TIA that
lasted about six hours. I recovered
completely. Two months ago, while
driving, I suffered a severe headache
and slight confusion. This was followed by a similar episode a week
later
My doctor diagnosed migraine,
which I've never had before, and put
me on Elavil, an antidepressant.
Should I be doing something else?
DEAR READER: You bet you
should.
A TIA (transient ischemic attack) is
a temporary stroke, usually caused by
a small blood clot that becomes
wedged in brain tissue. Unlike a completed stroke, in which permanent
damage occurs, a TIA resolves within
CROSSWORDS
24 hours because the body dissolves
the clot before it can cause damage.
36 War wounds
Nonetheless, this is a significant
38 Unruly crowd
warning that a more disastrous neu39 Unemployed
Answer to Previous Puzzle
rological event is waiting in the wings
41 Title
43 Arctic abode
D OOIIMBED
BIG -- especially since you have had two
45 Pastry
D OR
SIRED BRA further attacks. At this point, your
physician should be aggressively
48 "2 Days in
THE
SCAR
CLAP searching out the source of
the
the blood
MAURY
TA
50 Legislative
clots..
assembly
AV
LEO HORDES
In my opinion, you need a CT or
51 — — in
B AD
SCIENTIST MRI scan of your brain (to check for
my bonnet
O NUS ODA
EASE bleeding), as well as a Doppler ultra52 Play
N ECESSARY
segment
LEN sound of your carotid arteries. These
54 Eddie or
E STEEM
TEX
NO tests will, among other things, show
Richard
the presence of arteriosclerotic
T
R
I
BSEN
55 Urkel, for
SOHO PLUSIORT plaque, the presumed origin of the
one
56 — culpa
TWO ZAIRE
VII clots.
57 Examination
It is reprehensible that your doctor
ENG
STAND
ABE
diagnosed migraine (extremely
1-22 (t)
- 1998 United Feature Syndicate
DOWN
unusual to develop at your age) without obtaining the tests I mentioned. If
1 Sagacious
prefix
bills
he is disinclined to follow up with the
7 Mr. Ayres
2 Sound of
18 — of Man
testing,
insist on a referral to a neulaughter
8 "Beauty and
22 — capsule
rologist. In my view, you're sitting on
3 Writer
the Beast"
23 Fruit of the
Christie
character
a time bomb. '
oak tree
4 Japanese
9 Associates
24 100 yrs
If you haven't had bleeding into the
10
Winter
gateway
25 Cable
brain,
you should be treated with anti5 Sn is its
coaster
network
coagulant drugs - at the very least,
11 Identical
symbol
27 Call — —
aspirin. If significant arterial blockage
16 Washington
6 Negative
day
is present. you 1flay have to consider
29 Jape-hese
surgery or other techniques to
statesman
30 Lincoln is
unblock the arteries. In any case, you
its cap
can ill afford to wait - because if I'm
35 Mitch -correct, you're a candidate for pre36 — gin fizz
ventable, serious future conse37 Marquis de
quences.
To give you more information, I am
38 — a trois
40 Apportioned
sending you a copy of my Health
42 French
Report "Stroke." Other readers who
painter
would like a copy should send $2 plus
43 Producer
— Tors
44 TV's Kaplan
46 Ms Hagen,
et at
47 camp

E
1.,.._
AND IT 5AY5
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a long, self-addreqsed. stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
: to mention the title.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

•
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DEATHS
Mrs. Golda Page Waters
Mrs. Golda Page Waters, 86.
retired educator, died Wednesday, Jan. 21, 1998, at 6:35 p.m.
at Magnolia Manor, Metropolis.
Her husband, John C. Waters,
preceded her in death. She was
the eldest daughter of the late
Marbra Page and Nellie Martin
Page of McCracken County.
Mrs. Waters was a graduate of
Murray State University with a
Bachelor of Arts and Master's
degrees in education. She spent
44 years teaching including service with McCracken County
School System, Paducah City
School System and Murray State
University.
She was a member of PaducahMcCracken County Teachers Association, Kentucky Teachers Association and National Retired
Teachers Association. She was
also a member of Jackson Purchase Historical Society, Delta
Kappa Gamma, and First Baptist
Church of Paducah.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Imogene Lindsey and husband, Bill, Paducah; one brother,
Otis Page, Edwardsville, Ill.; one
nephew, Charles Lindsey and

GOLDA PAGE WATERS
wife, Kim, one great-nephew,
Jordan Lindsey, and one greatniece, Alexis Lindsey, all of
Paducah.
Graveside services will be Friday at 3 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. Dr. Kevin McCallon,
pastor of First Baptist Church,
Paducah, and the Rev. Bob
Kersey will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the Television Ministry of First Baptist Church,
Paducah.

LBL...
FROM PAGE 1
in particular, and in meetings
throughout the district, has built
support for transferring LBL out
of TVA's realm.
In a number of meetings
throughout the district, Whitfield
has heard from former landowners, current visitors to LBL and
Investments Since 1854
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LBL employees about management problems at the agency.
Whitfield's Republican colleagues in the House have indicated that they will not support
any continued funding.
Tanner, on the other hand, has
complete faith in TVA's management of the area. He questioned
on Wednesday whether anyone
has "every questioned TVA's
ability to successfully and skillfully manage LBL."
Depends on which side of the
state line you live on, according
to Whitfield.
"We've had discussions about
it," Whitfield said. "And people
on the Tennessee side do not
seem to be concerned about it. I
represent the people on the Kentucky side and they are very concerned about it."
As LBL's future is decided in
1998 — it is clearly now in the
grips of a partisan political debate with Tanner, TVA and the
White House on one side and
House Republicans on the other.
It was also interesting to note
that Tanner did not point to President Clinton as recognizing
TVA's "positive track record."
Tanner pointed to Vice President
Albert Gore — a likely presidential contenter in 2000.
Whitfield said the administration support will mean little in
Congress because of TVA's declining weight on Capitol Hill.
Whitfield said support for TVA
in Congress is "as weak as it ever
has been."
Whitfield said TVA Caucus
chairman Zach Wamp (a Republican) is very upset with Crowell's
management of the authority. A
recent audit of TVA indicated
that the authority has issued contracts without a bid process and
has paid lavish personal service
contracts to employees.
"The mere fact that Vice President (Al) Gore and President
Clinton want to continue funding
is not going to mean very much,"
Whitfield said. "The people in
Congress who appropriate money
are not going to appropriate money to TVA to manage it anymore. And the reason for that is
the bad relationship TVA has
with the people who appropriate
money."
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Dr. Charles E. Scholes
Dr. Charles E. Scholes, 74, pioneer educator at the inception of the
Community College movement in the 1960s, died Tuesday. Jan. 20,
1998, at his home in Winchester, Va. His death followed a lengthy
illness.
He was born in rural Graves County. Dr. Scholes served as a high
school principal, superintendent of schools in the Midwest, and president of both Northwestern Connecticut Community college and
Schenectady Community Colles.
Dr. Scholes earned his doctorate in education at Columbia University. Beginning at the age of 60, he served two tours in the Peace
Corps in Belize, directing an educational support program for local
teachers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Scholes; his children, Amye
Robb of Clearwater, Fla., Mike Scholes and Joe Scholes of New York,
and Susan Chinoransky of Burke, Va.; one brother, Gene Scholes; six
grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Shenandoah Memorial Park, Winchester, Va.
Jones Funeral Home, Inc., Winchester, is in charge of arrangements.

Earl Lynn (Sonny) Smith
The funeral for Earl Lynn (Sonny) Smith will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. O.D. McKendree will officiate. Burial will follow in Calvert City Cemetery.
Mr. Smith, 61, Paducah, died Sunday, Jan. 18, 1998, at 6:30 p.m. at
his home.
Survivors include one son, Jimmy Smith, Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Loys Davis, Aurora; one stepbrother, Edwin Walston, Paducah; two
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Ortis Grover Moore
Funeral rites for Ortis Grover Moore will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Joel Frizzell
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Billy Byars, Max Mathis, Joe Cherry, David
Travis, Ronald Farris and Garett Travis. Burial will follow in Goshen
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Moore, 93, Murray, formerly of Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday,
Jan. 20, 1998, at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Ann Mat4his, Ben'ton; two sisters, Mrs. Louise Plymale, Townsend, Mont., and Mrs.
Dorothy Wager, Murray; three brothers, Douglas Moore, Gladstone,
Mich., Coy Moore, Huntingdon, Tenn., and Elwood Moore, Oneida;
two grandchildren, Renee Mathis and Jill Travis; four
greatgrandchildren, Emily Morrison, Laura Johnson, David Travis, and
Garett Travis; one great-great-grandson, Steven Morrison.

James 0. Overby
Memorial services for James 0. Overby will be Saturday at 10
a.m.
in Wrather West Kentucky Museum, Murray State
University.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangement
s.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray State University
in memory of Mr. Overby.
Mr. Overby, retired law professor at Murray State, died
Sunday,
Jan. 18, 1998, at 6 p.m. at his home.

'I Hate Hamlet'tryouts
set for this weekend
Auditions for the spring show,"I
Hate Hamlet," will be held at the
Playhouse in the Park Jan. 26, at 7
p.m. and Jan. 27, from 5 to 7 p.m.
Auditions are open for six adults:
three males and three females.
"I Hate Hamlet'. is an adult
comedy about a soap star who has a
chance to play Hamlet in Central
Park. This is not exactly a dream
come true for him, especially when

the ghost of John Barrymore comes
to help him prepare for the part. This
and many other problems await this
confused young man before the
play's surprising ending.
Robert Valentine is the director
for this production which will open
March 13,and run March 14,20,21,
27,and 28 at 8 p.m. and March 29 at
2 p.m.
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STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN AT

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
TO IMPROVE MANY FACETS OF OUR OVERALL
OPERATION FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE
FAMILIES WE SERVE.
ONE OF THOSE STEPS IS TO VALIDATE THE
INFORMATION IN OUR CEMETERY FILES WITH
ALL OF OUR PROPERTY OWNERS.

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
MANAGEMENT ASKS IF YOU ARE AN
OWNER, PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT
753-2654 SO YOU CAN HELP YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY.
FOR APPOINTMENTS PLEASE CALL 753-2654
BETWEEN MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Murray's Most
Distinguished Men's Store

I

Sows
US 1.2
LS 1-3
LS 1-3
US 1.3
LS 2-3
loan

2/11314 lb.
3111.4511 is..........
456-523 tic..
525 sad up lbs
316-501 lb..-

$111.01-211.4141
S20.11111.21.011
$21.1111-22.108
$22.1114/25.11111
Meta 111.110

FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!
Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service
1300 Ilillwoud Drive
I Located inside 11111 Electric)

753-9567 Ext. 106
or 753-6730

Fri) 15
axes due

JVC CLOSEOUTS
Car CD Player KDGS820
Lists For $319.95

Special Price 23D.95
JVC 12 Disc Changer
Wireless Remote
Retails For $379.95

'249 95

Special Price

JVC Dish Network
Satellite System

'199•95 Free Installation
For Details Come In.

WORLD OF SOUND
222 So. 12th • 753-5865

When you add it all up, the

Roth IRA
might increase your

Bottom Line
The Roth IRA benefits you today, as well as in
retirement.
All earnings grow tax free.
Qualifying distributions are-also free from
taxation.
Greater flexibility for penalty-free
withdrawals.
Contributions can still be made after age 701:.
'Ilistributions are not required at age 7));
f Roth IRAand other recent tax law changes
should be considered carefully for your NYS investment planning. The changes are significant. If
we may be of further help to you, please feel free
to call.

Betty Boston • Tom Ewing
Financial Consultants
On the Court Square • Murray, K1 42071
(502) 753-3366 • (800) 444-1854
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FINAL
MARKDOWN
NOW IN PROGRESS
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray

